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'Washington, D. C, April 28. A rush
on the final day of
of speech-makin- g
general debate on the tariff bill made
proceedings lively in the house. Most
cf the members had held back with a
view of getting the larger audiences
expected with the closing of the general debate and the shifting of the
consideration of the Underwood tariff
revision to a reading of the measure
under the five minute rule, beginning
tomorrow.
not
has
Underwood
Chairman
changed his view that the bill should
ho disposed of in the house within a
week from today and that the sugar
schedule is not likely to offer much
real trouble. He hoped that unless tha
wool advocates
fight of the anti-frespreads, the bill will emerge from the
senate substantially in the form In
which it stands.
Representative Rainey, of Illinois,
who had charge of the agricultural
schedule of the bill, as a member of
the ways and means committee; Representative Murdock, of Kansas, the
leader of the Progressives, along with
of New
Representative Chandler.
York, and others of that party, and
some of the big guns of the Republicans, were on today's speaking program. Mr. Rainey declared that the
till represented the dawn of a new era
in the government's fiscal policy,
"making lighter tie burdens of taxes
upon consumers ard compelled great
wealth to contribute its fair share toexward paying the government
penses."
He pointed out .hat no government
that adopted an income tax system
and given it fair trial had repealed it.
WARNS FREE WOOL MEN.
Washington, D. C. April 28. Senator Newlands, who leads the protest
cf the western senators against free
wool and cugar, issued a statement.
tcday dsfiuingthe position &t uie senators toward tariff reductions promised in the party platforms and predicting that the party would lose some
of its fourteen senators from west of
the Missouri if products of that region were discriminated againt in the
new tariff act. The senator and his
colleagues expect to confer with President Wilson and the
committees of both houses in the near
future.
"We have no doubt," said the statement, "that the viewpoint of the west
Our platwill be fairly considered.
form demands that "material reductions be speedily made upon the neces-the

tariff-framin-

ultimate attainment

of

the

prin-

ciples we advocate by legislation that
will not injure or destroy legitimate
industry.
"We of the west assume that the
principles will be applied to western
as well as eastern industries."

THE DAY IN CONGRESS.
SENATE.
Nominations received from the president.
Committee on education and labor
agreed to favorably report nomination of Charles P. Neill as commissioner of labor statistics.
Sundry civil appropriation bill reported, Chairman 'Martin announced
he would call it up for consideration
at next meeting.
Senator Kern's resolution for investigation of WTest Virginia coal
strike was reported and will be considered next Thursday.
HOUSE.
Resumed
general tariff debate
which will close tonight.
Representative Rainey spoke in
favor of tariff; Representative Payne
against it.
Representative Sisson delivered a
"war speech" supporting proposed
land law.
California
anti-alie- n

XXXXXXXXSSXXX
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ropean powers.
London, April 28. Th-- represent!
tive of the Montenegrin i;o 'ernmiiii
ill London received instructiovi today
from Cettinje ordering him to protest
formally against the dem;vd of the
immediate-evacuatioEuropean powers for the Montonr-grinsof Scutari by !')
which is described uv the government of King Nicholas as ".mjust
and cruel."
The demand of the Europoim pow1cvmers is couched in the
"We have the honor to de"lar. colt
of
lectively to the royal jovem-ienMontenegro that the taking of the fortress of Scutari does not in any way
modify the decision of the European
powers relative to the elimination uf
the frontiers of northern and southeastern Albania and consequently thy
with
city of Scutari must be
the briefest possible de::v and must
be handed over to the European powers represented by the commandants
lying
of the international navul
The
before the Montenegrin coa'it.
royal government is invkdd to give a"
prompt reply to this conitnittih aticu:
The Montenigrin representative in
London to whom this demand was
said
cabled back from Cettin.
j:
"t havo hfinn nrflprprt liv niv eovern- ment to protest formal'y against this
unjust and cruel demaul and onc?
more ask
power. to examine
in an ormitnMp mnnnpr th vital OlieS- tioiv c Montenegro's futm' and tn
place that nation on an equal lootinj:
with the other Balkan allies "
KING TALKS.
WOULD-BParis, April 2S. Ismail Kemal Bey,
the candidate favored by Austria-Hugary for the Albania throne, who is
now in Paris, speaking today of the
situation in Albania, said:
"If Essad Pasha's reported deal with
Montenegro be true, it is treachery
and folly treachery because without
Scutari, Albina would bo decapitated
and would become a mere annex to
Servia and Montenegro;
folly, because it makes the situation most difficult and imperils Albania's very exigence by endangering'the powers at

X

smoker X
scheduled for 8 o'clock tonight X
at the Montezuma hotel in honor X
of G. D. Easton, S. F. Smith and X
M. A. Graham, all of San Diego, X
has been postponed indefinitely. X
The reason is because the three X
visitors from the "Harbor of the X
Sun" had an important business X
engagement calling them out of X
town. But the Dutch lunch will X
be given later as Messrs. Easton, X
Smith and Graham are so pleas- - X
ed with Santa Fe they will return X
X
here within a few weeks.
Several citizens had not been X
called on by the committee when X
the lunch was, from necessity, X
called off, but none would have X
been neglected. The opporunlty X
will yet be given them when our X
San Diego friends return,' and the X
proposed entertainment is given, X
X
as intended at this time.
The Dutch lunch and

..
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rapidly growing situation in Mexico
City, fraught with reaction between
the Iluerta and Diaz factions of the
provisional government is reported in
confidential advices
and these reports are augmented by agents of the
constitutionalists arriving
('arrauza,
litre.
Robert Pequeira, a member of the
Mexican house of deputies, arrived
I'.ere today to succeed Gonzales Gante
as confidential agent of the Carranza
forces.

Gante has been assigned to

a

special mission, the nature of which
is not disclosed, but it is believed ha
is going to Europe.

Reports of the situation in Mexico
jCity confirm earlier advices of the
tensity of the relations of Diaz to
Ii'uorta. Between the two officials,
practically all government forces in
tiie federal district have been divided
into two armed camps. Huerta ha3
added to the infantry at the National
Palace, and Diaz has encamped much
of the artillery on his estate, about 3(J
miles away.
Mondragon, minister of war, is in
practical possession of the citadel,
where other artillery are quartered.

,

follo-.vti.-

NO DECISION.
Officials of the state and war departments conferred today over the proposed release of the two hundred Mexican federals held at El Paso, Texas,
but reached no decision.
"CONS" CAPTURE TOWN.
EI Paso, Texas, April 28. Townspeople of Santa Rosalia, some 800
men, women and children, are walking
nearly jno miles to Chihuahua City
to escape the results of their town's
capture by constitutionalists, report
refugees arriving here today. So completely destroyed was the Mexican
Central railway lliat the residents of
the town, unable to secure vehicles,
were forced to walk along the railway
to seek shelter at the state capital.
After taking Santa Rosalia h3t
week, the insurgents under Colonel
Rosalia Hernandez executed all officers of the federal
garrisoi from
Colonel Manuel Pueblita down to the
first corporals.
The refugees relate that the Insurgents insisted on leaving the bodies In
the streets for twenty-fou- r
hours, declaring that President Madero's body
was treated in this manner.
El Paso, April 28. The 800 refugees
fiom Santa Rosalie comprise mostly
old men, women and children. The
town's nornvil male population is nearly 1,000. The departure of the dependent ones was occasioned by the
disturbed condition which has paral-izeall industries.
The refugees were not actually forc-e- u
to leave by the insurgents.
.
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WAR WITH JAPAN OR INDIGNITY?
BY ALL MEANS LETS HAVE WAR!
SA YS REP. SISSON

n
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BULLETIN SAYS
"NO ACTION NOW!"
.
X
Sacramento, Calif., April 38.
X "This is a matter which can be
negotia- X settled by diplomatic
V tinns." said Secretary of State
X Bryan to the 120 members of the
X legislature today and Governor
V Johnson.
"The national govern- asks you to let alien land
Xment
this juncture.
legislation lie over
when X ownership
"I am sure the Albanians,
X until'next session."
folnot
will
they realize their position,
Governor Johnson, Lieutenant
X
low him. Europe cannot bow before
members of both
X Wallace rind
a coup which violates their elaborated
X houses of the legislature were
interests."
all
to
conciliate
plans
closeted in the assembly cham- Ismail Kernel Bey leaves Paris to- jX
X ber for three hours and a halt
day for London.
When they
with Mr. Bryan.
X emerged
several members gave
X it as their opinion that no anti- COURT FINDS THE
X alien land laws would be enacted
AS WELL
X at this session.
LATEST

"WAV"
AS THE "ROAD

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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28. A
Washington, D. C, April
"war speech" in support of the pro-

posed

California

anti-alie-

land law

was delivered in the house today by
Representative Sisson of Mississippi.
"If we must have war or submit to
this indignity, I am for war," cried
.

ing the outcome of the secretary's
Meanwhile, it is felt that
anything in the nature of interference
through the presentation of diplomatic
protests, or any attempt to inject itself into the conferences about, to begin in California between Secretary
Bryan and the state legislature would
only tend to embarrass the situation.
Neither the Japanese parliament,
as such, nor the Japanese foreign office, contemplate sending a representative to Sacramento to take part in
the efforts to reach a satisfactory settlement of the pending land legislation. A report to that effect grew out
of a Dronosition by opposition dele
gates- in the Japanese assembly that
they themselves should dispatch a
representative to California, in a
private capacity, without any government status whatever, with the sole
purpose of consulting with the Japanese residents for the information
of the party leaders at home.
SISSON'S SPEECH.
April 28. Sisson
Washington, D.
discussed at length points of international law involved in the dispute
declared that California was endeavor-- j
ii.g to do only what Japan had already
done.
"If .Tanan now threatens us with a
war, what vou'd she. do when millions
of her citizens have acquired land in
our country?" he said. "I lay down
the proposition that an alien population holding land within our borders
would be a fixed and constant men
ace.
"Wp must preserve to tha American
farmer the rieht to own the soil of
our country without competition which
would drag down his standard or living. I would not surrender it unless
s hart snpnt the last dron of blood
in American manhood and impoverish
our country for a hundred genera
tions."
"Trpntv makine can never deprive
the states of a reserved power," continued Sisson.
question is far- "This California
reaching and important In its results.
Nearly all the states have statutes
regulating the rights of alients in reference to acquiring real estate. Near
ly every state has some limitation.
administration
"This Democratic
should announce with no uncertain
tone to the world the doctrine that
coneress Dronoses to recognize the
right of the people of these states
to determine who shall own the land
within the state and that the United
States government will not prevent
the states from making such land laws
n
thpv see fit and proper, provided
they do not discriminate against citi
zens of the United States.
"If the president and senate should
commit themse'ves to any other
we will have internal broils
at home, and various international
complications, and intermeddling into

X mission.

Mr. Sisson. "I am with the people
of California in their efforts to prevent these aliens from acquiring land.
"I believe," said Mr. Sissop, "that
alien should be alno
lowed to hold a single foot of land
in the territory of the United States.
"What would Washington say in answer to the question, war or submission? What would Jackson say?
What would Cleveland say? What
would McKinley say?
"JL
resent the efforts, of Japan to
force us to submit to her demands. '
Mr. Sisson took the position that
the Japanese government, in protesz- the fact that the court expressly stat- ing against alien land legislation, was
ed that no moral wrongdoing was to endeavoring to exempt its citizens
from the operation of the laws of
be found in the
Corporation lawyers who heard the states.
"The president and secretary of
decision, declared it was a direct blow
state," said Mr. Sisson, "should only
at the practice of
that the
to get rid of onerous contracts assure an alien government would be
nation
of
alien
the
people
credto
unsecured
or escape payment
fairly in accordance with
itors. Its effect, they thought, would dealtlawwith
of the state. Any other posithe
be far reaching.
tion would lead to the federal government taking out from under the laws
of the states the citizens of another
MIND
But all citizens or aliens resiSTILL CLOUDY nation.
dent in a state muBt be held subject
to its laws, and to exempt the alien
would give him privileges over and
Grand Rapids, Mich., April 28.
Frederick A., Gorham, Jr., the Payette, above those accorded to Americans."
JAPAN IS SILENT.
Idaho, man who asked the Denver police to identify him, has reached his
Washington, D. C, April 28. It was
father's home in this city. He rec- stated at the Japanese embassy today
ognized his father but his mind is that there had been no change in the
still somewhat cloudy. It has not yet status of negotiations regarding the
been decided definitely regarding the California alien land bill since Secretreatment that will be administered tary Bryan's departure for Sacramenin efforts to restore the young man's to.
mind. Hypnotism has been suggested.
The Japanese government Is await

GORHAM'S

IN

GOVERNMENT

'another terrific
ldoel is feared

Vienna, April 2S. Crown Prince
.ranilo of Montenegro Hid Lis troops
have marched out of Scutari toward
the north, according to official rtis
patched received here today.
Only five batteries of Moitenipriii
artillery remain in the ciy.
Government circles in Viei:na regard the movements of the Montenegrin troops from Scuttri as equivalent, to the evacuation of th .forlrc s,
which has been demanded bv f'e Eu-

Washington, D. C, April 28. The
supreme court today held the Northern
Pacific "Railway" company liable for
the debts of the Northern Paciflce
"Railroad" company.
,
The decision was announced, by Jus
tice Lamar in a suit brought by Joseph
P. Boyd.
In a decision of momentous import
ance, especially as to railroads, the
supreme court today laid down tne
cpneral minciual that a creditor of a
corporation, not a party to its reor
ganization, may hold us successor tor
its debt.
In this specific case, the court, five
to four, in a decision which Justice
Lurton. who dissented, declared was
alarming" held the Northern railway
for $125,000 judgment
responsible
the Northern Pacific Railroad
against
X
company, which it succeeded despite
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our domestic concerns occasioned by
the constant complaints of the alien
land owner to his own government.
"I accord to Japan all the equal
rights with ourselves. I would as
quickly resent a demand from our
government upon Japan to permit an
American citizen to own ,'and in Japan
contrary to the laws of Japan as I do
now resent Japan's efforts to compel
un to submit to her demands.
I think
it the duty of every loyal citizen of
oil our states to stand for California
and her rights in this fight for her
own citizens and their descendents."

-

OF MISS.

Governor Wallace's offices in the capitol. His first visitor was Dr. David
Sturr Jordan, of Stanford University,
v. ho came
to Sacramento at the request of Secretary Bryan to confer on
the alien land situation.
The legislative conference with Secretary Bryan began at 11:15 o'clock in
the assembly chamber, with only Secretary Bryan, Governor Johnson and
the 320 members of the legislature in

attendance.

Although it was stated earlier that
Secretary Bryan had requested a priAbout half the membership of the vate conference from which the newshouse sat in amazement while Mr. paper men and the public in general
New York, April 28. Liquidation
Sisson, immediately after the session should be excluded, this responsibility
began, took the floor. Wearied with was disclaimed by the secretary of was on a broad scale during the
a week or routine tariff debate, mem- slate
immediately after the meeting morning and the downward movement
bers paid close attention to Mr.
in
assumed formidable proportions
convened.
argument and his speech was
"It is not fair to say that outsiders the early trading today. Short sellfrequently interrupted with applause. were excluded at the request of any ing was aggressive at all points, and
BRYAN ARRIVES.
one," said Mr. Bryan. "It was simp- there was unmistakable evidence also
Sacramento, Calif., April 28. Will- ly the consensus of opinion that the for the growing over of weak bull
accounts.
Tha speculative fluctuaiam J. Bryan, secretary of state, ar- session should be executive."
tions was virtually unchanged except
rived in Sacramento early this mornin so far as the weakness of the
ing to confer with Governor John
European market was reflected here.
son and the California legislature on INJUNCTION ISSUED
Despite the depression abroad, Lonthe proposed
holding laws.
AGAINST 182 FIRE don bought stocks here.
Governor Johnson met the visitor at
dull
the train, where also a considerable
INSURANCE CO'S At home the demand was still covbeing limited principally to the
group of Democratic legislators had
of shorts.
welcomed
gathered and personally
Jefferson City, Mo., April 28. The ering
Bonds were heavy.
Mr. Bryan to California.
state supreme court today issued an
Prices for important issues were on
Secretary Bryan made the following injunction restraining 1S2 fire insura level with Saturday's close, the
statement upon his arrival:
s
ance
companies from terminating
market giving an unexpected indica"I am visiting California at the renow In force. The court did
quest of the president and with the not restrain the companies from re- tion of recuperative power after the
tear trading was stopped. Business
consent of the legislature, to confer
fusing to write new business in the became intensely dull after the rise.
upon an important matter which, state.
Operations in the last half of the
while' local in its immediate effect, is
The companies were given ten days session in point of trading and extent
international in character.
"Each state occupies a dual posi- to show why they should not be fine! of fluctuations were in notable contion. While it is the guardian of its for threatening to leave the state. The trast to the morning's business.
Trading was in small amounts and
domestic affairs, it is a member of companies are given ten days to show
the union, and therefore interested in cause why they should not be enjoined changes were slight, but the underall that concerns the nation's rela- permanently from cancelling present tone was firm. Evening up of short
contracts.
contracts furnished about the only
tions with the outside world.
"The pre&IJent, upon whom rests
Representatives of the Insurance element of strength, speculation for
the constitutional duty of maintaining companies, when the petitions wre the long account seemingly being indiplomatic relations, with other coun- filed by the attorney general Satur- consequential.
The market closed firm. Isolated
tries, asked me to come to California day, said the companies had no into confer with the governor and leg- tention of cancelling present contracts, points of weakness cropped out, espeislature upon such phases of the sub- but merely would write no new bus cially the Southern railway shares,
the remainder of the list displayject as touch this nation's relations iness or renew present cotracts after but
ed inherent strength. Floor operawith other nations.
April 30.
tors did little the early severe break
it
"Coming on such a mission,
in prices and subsequent rebound takwould be obviously improper to say
ing all the vim out of speculation.
anything in advance upon questions HOUSE BLOWN UP:
which may enter into the conference."
FAMILY KILLED
'EM UP.

STIRS

WALL STREET.

Sis-eon'- s

anti-lan-

d

cm-tract-

i

GOES TO CAPITOL.

Sacramento, Calif., April 28. SecreCripple Creek, Colo., April 28. The
tary Bryan went to the capitol with
ome
of James T. Bacon, a miner and
10
before
Governor Johnson shortly
former member of the Colorado legis- o'clock, and spent half an hour in tha
executive office, where he was visited lateur, was blown up with dynamite
today. Mrs. Bacon and her five year
by Senator Boynton, president pro old
daughter were killed and Bacon
and Senator
tern of the senate,
was rendered unconscious and taken
Thompson, both progressive leaders:
Wallace and to a local hospital, where it was said
Lieutenant Governor
he was dangerously injured.
Speaker C. C. Young, of the assembly.
It was arranged that Mr. Bryan The cause of the explosion is
should take possesion of Lieutenant
1

'

BURIED TODAY.
Denver, Colo., April 2S The funeral
of former United States District Judge
Moses Hallett was held this afternoon
from St. John's Episcopal church.
The services were attended by the
Denver Bar association in a body.
Thity-fou- r
boys from the George W.
Clayton college marched in the fu,
reral cortege. Judge Hallett for years
was administrator of the Clayton es-

tate. Interment was

in
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Blood Disorders

IN
Remedy That Ha Shown
Remarkable Purifying
Effect.

a

Most

Deming, X. M., April 28. Nearly all
of the land buyers in the Micsso party

SECTION

WILL

THE INTENT IS TO

THOSE WHO

CAN BEST BEAR

IT DO

SO.---

LARSE

Waiver wWfWw

REVENUE

REJOLVED

YOU ART GOING To
5EE WAT IS IN THIS

At Lost Von Cnn Ciet Rid of Dloail
TO BE DERIVED.
arriving here last week have decided
Troubles S. S. S.
tc move into the valley for permanent
The
medicine Is one of the
residence.
J. W. Morris, of
most i. nseil In our lanvuaure.
There
WANTS
PRESIDENT
move
will
here
111.,
Livingston county,
are ce. ;ain medicinal properties Just
a
to
as
E.
C.
necf ary
health as the food we
Gaylord,
during the summer;
n
for example, the
AN OFFICIAL OPINION eat. Tike,
large granite dealer of McHenry countnnle medicine S. S. S. This
For,
ty, 111., who has just finished a
famoun blood purifier contains medicinal
and
for furnishing the granite for
just as vital eleYOU'LL
essential to healthy blood as the
(Ry Gilson Gardner.)
building the Continental Bank of Chiments of wheat, roast beef, the fats
1 WHETHER. YOU LOOK
Washington, D. C, April 28. Study and the sugars
cago, is also making his arrangements
that make up our daily
to move here at an early date. Mr. of the proposed income tax section of ration.
FOR. IT OR. NOT.
inAs a matter of fact, there Is one
day lord is a large landholder, being in- the tariff bill reveals a number of
S. S. S. which serves the
in
ingredient
terested in real estate in five different teresting features. One of these is the active
BUSTER BROWN IS COMING TO TOWN TO WORK FOR OUR
rpose of stimulating- each
Biates. G. C. Armstrong, city treasurer way it operates on income derived cellular p.xvt of the body to the healthy STORE. EVERY WEEK FOR A WH CLE YEAR HE WILL COME INTO
own
of
and
selection
its
The corporation
judicious
of Pontiac, 111., was among those who from corporations.
HARDWARE AND OUR
That is why It YOUR HOME AND TELL YOU ABO UT OUR
cent tax on alt its essential nutriment.
toupht land, and he also announces itself pays a
the blood supply; why it METHODS. WE HAVE ALWAYS GO T A BIG, CLEAN STOCK OF HIGH
regenerates
his intention of becoming a citizen of income. This applies to the little and has Sinn a tremendous influence in CLASS HARDWARE AND OUR PRI CES WILL ALWAYS SAVE YOU
the (Sunshine state. J. W. Winters, a (he big. It hits the $5000 corporation overcc.iing- eczema, rash, pimples, and MONEY. WE HAVE BUT ONE ME THOD TO GIVE YOU A SQUARE
all skin afflictions.
prominent farmer of Grant county, just the same as the United States
And in
the tissues DEAL.
But. the income S. 8. S. has regenerating
a rapid and positive antihid., is preparing to move his family Steel corporation.
all those irritating
here shortly. 13. M. Futrelle, also a which an individual derives from a cor- dotal effect upon
WOOD-DAVI- S
that cause rheumatism, sore
This influences
large land owner of Grant county, Ind., poration is treated differently.
throat, weak eyes, falling hair, loss of
scale lax. weight, thin, pale cheeks, and that Phone 14.
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
ir. making arrangements to move hero ff.lls under the graduated
Phcne 14.
C. K." Kelly, who is The bigger the income the higher the weariness of muscle and nerve that is
in the summer.
fever.
as
spring1
generally
experienced
hfavily interested in the telephone rate. Up to $20.0u0 a year, a stock Get a bottle of S. S. S. at any drug
business in his native state of Illinois, holder's income from corporation div- 3tore, and in a few days you will not
feel bright and energetic, but
says that he and his family will come idends is exempt from taxation. On a only
of new life.
you will be the
to the Mhnbres valley to live just as dividend income over $20,000 a stock- 5. S. S. is prepared picture in the laboraonly
soon as he can dispose of his inter- holder pays one per cent, and over tory of The Swift Specific Co., 137
ests in Illinois. T. E. Ainesworth, an $50,000 two per cent, and above $100,-00- Swift Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.. who maina very efficient Medical Departthree per cent. This is intended tain
experienced orchardist of Councils,
ment, where all who have any blood
on
to
burden
tax
the
orthe
heavier
put
disorder of a stubborn nature may
Ida., was so impressed with the
freely for advice and a special
chards that he saw here, that he has rich and to relieve to a certain extent write
S. S. S. is sold
book of instruction.
placed his Idaho fruit ranch on the the small investor, the widow and the everywhere by drug stores, department
a
in
a
stock
little
r
stores.
as
cneral
move
and
having
will
orphan,
and
here
just
market,
soon as he sells the same, and go into
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
Ed. O'Conner, of
the fruit business.
It is pointed out by the friends of
INVESTIGATING
liioomington, 111., will purchase a home the proposed provision that this flat
ODS, Electricity plays a most impoInELECTRIC LINE
here, and move his family here next one per cent tax on corporation
rtant part. The grandfather would
month. Charles T. Bowers, of Piqua, come is much superior to the graduOhio, has made arrangements to move ated tax on the corporation's Income.
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- fol28.
The
Cloudcroft, N. M., April
here in October. Mr. Bowers has been If the corporation were compelled to
are late arrivals at the Texas:
lowing
ern home and why all this light? To
in the colonization business for the pay the graduated tax, it would fall S. .1.
Andrews, El Paso; D. D. Norton,
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"TERRY M'GOVERN RE INCARNATED

?"

THAT'S

WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT MARTY M'CUE.

APRIL 28, 1913.

MONDAY,

news

HE RULES A KINGDOM OF

ICE AND SNOW FAR

UP IN THE ARCTIC REGIONS.

vas sold for $;!,000,000 to the bondholders,
represented by Benjamin
Strong, Jr., and George H. Burr. The
purchase price of $3,000,000 was the
minimum prescribed by the United
States district court in the order fof
the sale.

allowed

Joo to mnke the round trip
scoring pete ahead of him. In the
third they scored two more on two DEATH FOLLOWED A
hits, a base on ball3 snd an error. In
PATENT MEDICINE
the fifth they scored three on an error
and four hits, and in the sixth thej
Colorado Springs, Colo., April 28.
scored four on an error and five hits.
The All Stnrs scored their first run Violent hemorrhages of the lungs and
in the fourth on two errors, a fielder's kidneys induced by the use of drugs
Tn
1io fifth Mir.) was the cause of death of Miss Lana
chnipA nnfl a cinn-les ""iPf8',
booi-mtwo on a base on balls, a stolen
H. Conger,
base, an error and two hits. In the llstallt relative of
seventh tlu?y scored two on two sin- lonner minister to umna, at a local
hotel Saturday, according to the findgles, four errors and a wild pitch.
The game was stopped in the sev- ing of the coroner's jury today. The
verdict stated that the condition that
enth by previous, agreement.
led to taking the fatal drugs is un-
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Do you realize the fact that thousands of
women are now using
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INTERNATIONAL TENNIS MATCH.
New York, April 28. The team
which will represent Australia here
in June in the international matches
for the David lawn tennis cup will
reach New York May 7 or 8. A. D.
Jones and Horace Ilioe, the Australians, will play in Philadelphia Jlay
22, 23, 24 and at Cedarhu-s- t.
Long
Island, May 30.
R. S. Wrenn, president of the TJ. S.
National Lawn Tennis association received this information today from
San Francisco in a telegram from Dr.
Sumner Hardy, executive committeeman of the association.

known.
Miss Conger arrived here Tuesday
having visited a sister, Mrs. C. B.
Hutchins, at Lamar, Colorado, for a
week. The following day she became
violently ill and called in doctors.
The illness was diagnosed as due to
the taking of a well known proprie
tory medicine, and death came at 4
o'clock Saturday.
HARDEST TEACHERS
FOUND OUT IN THE
"
WORLD.
"MAKE-GOOD-

President Wilson Gives
Boys A Few Chunks

Here's the newest, brightest, starriest star in the pugilistic firmament
and his name is Marty McCue.
Marty may not be any more Irish
than Hugo Kelly, who is an Italian,
but from the way he fights it is suspected he is bred from the line that
fought with a laugh to the tune of
Garry Owen from Fontenoy to Spion
Kopje.
McCue will some day battle for the
featherweight crown if he doesn't outgrow the division or run contrary to
form as it is seen by ring sharks.
Starting his way to the top August
27, 1912, by defeating the veteran
Harry Forbes. McCue has since that
day shown more ability than 90 per
cent of the boys of his weight in the
country.

October's chilly daja enggeet tomethlnir
wrro for the inner nun.
We're ready.
We're eervine hot chocolate made from
cnoice product : noted for
its oltritv. excellenrn and
dt'iicloiiBm.
of llavor.
We don't know of any other etore
eonret
chocolato-tthat
oo
ezpeneire, perhaps. It' different at 0UR5
there'! nothing too good for our patrons.
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distance, muttering sulphurously.
vas the Jonah and was down in thiJ
mouth for keeps. The whale had
to cough for him.
In the mean time the holdout hero
was getting much publicity. With the
aid of an interpreter he wrote signed
articles for a shag of newspapers, his
theme being "Do I Get My 15,000 Dol

lars?"
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WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
NATIONAL LEAGUE.

Pittsburgh at Chicago.
Cincinnati at St. Louis.
Philadelphia at Boston.
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Cleveland at Detroit.
Washington at Philadelphia.
Boston at New York, postponed.

And the fan3 raved and tore their
hair. Of course the Star clouter must
AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION.
get his rights. The bugs climbed up
Milwaukee. at Toledo.
en their hind legs. They wept, wailed
Kansas City at Indianapolis.
and gnashed their tusks. The Star
at Louisville.
Minneapolis
slugger must be signed at once.
St. Paul at Columbus.
And then warm weather came and
the fans forgot the holdout hero in
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
lamping the box scores. The Star
28.
Boston, Mass., April
slugger was shocked. Had the loyal
wet grounds.
postponed;
legion died? Were they giving him
Brooklyn, April 28. Brooklyn-Nethe rouse, too? Thus he mused as he
Yor, postponed; wet grounds.
chanted his swan song, the tune being,
"They've Turned the Spot Light Onto
At St. Loui- sWhen accosted by the owner about Someone Else."
Cincinnati
..5 11 2
a contract the Star clouter smiled
"And just to think," he sobbed, "It gt, L0lljs
7
"Tish-tish,ji 2
he gurgled, just that-a- - might have
been, 'When the Midnight
Powell, Works, Smith, Packard and
"Tisli-tistell
Navin
Chewey,
vay.
Clark; Salee and Wingo.
li'll cost him 15,000 frog skins or I'll
leave his club so hard, up he won't
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
recognize it.
Detroit, Mich., April 28. Cleveland-Detroit- ,
And it came to pass that Chewey
postponed; cold.
needed the Star clouter muchy, so lie
Philadeplhia,
April 2S. Washingtonchased himself to the boss and eased
wet grounds.
Philadelphia,
postponed;
cork center.
his wishes into the
"

--

HL'VLER"3 always freah. If you're
ut u; be city, we'll express it to you.

WOULD YOU
LIKE TO RIDE

5,000 MILES?

mag's

The mag wiggled his ears, coughed
and got blue around the gills. "Why
put on such a sketch?
let this hold-ou- t
He should worry like a tomatoe and
find himself souped. Tell him to do
his wurst. Yes, his very wienerwurst! C'hoo Choo Leaves for Tgerlan.' "
Moral. Don't take 'em otf too soon,
He's gotta eat out of our hands.
Ye manager stumbled out of hearing li st you forget the combination.
j
i

"Rube" Marez also pitched good ball
the White Sox, but his team males
played ragged ball in the field. The
feature of the game was the fielding
Yesterday afternoon at. the college :of Pete liercrdinelli on second base,
grounds the White Sox defeated the: he made several difficult stops of fast
All Stars' aggregation in a seven in-- i grounders, and robbed the All Stars
tiing game by the score of 11 to 5. jot" some runs "by his beautiful throws
The game was slow and uninteresting, 'to first and home. Joe Ortiz, in left
several errors being made by both field, also played his usual nice game;
Bides, the White Sox making eight; in the seventh he made a spectacular
misplays and the All Stars five. The 'miming catch of Clancy's fast drive.
White Sox cinched the game in thejCriego was the star. at the bat, secur-earlimiinr-'purl never were in dan- ing three singles out of four times up.
gf.r, although the All Stars threatened Baker and Joe Barardinelli also fea-tstart a batting rally in the seventh lined at the tat. The White Sox scored
inning, when they scored two runs on their first two runs in the second
hits, four errors and a wild pitch jiilng, when with nobody out Pete
The All Stars were composed of Elks, Bi rardinelli sent a fast drive over first
two college toys and one of the Grays' base and got past Rnthbun in right
constituted a; field, allowing Berardinelli to reach
outfielders, and they
strong team, but the White Sox were third, Joe Berardinelli, next man up,
too fast for them. Bert Clancy pitched connected with one of Clancy's speedy
for the All Stars and pitched good curves and sent the ball to center field,
tall, but was given very pcor support. where Gus Kock couldn't hold it, and
fi r

one of the first official
.; Although
announcements of Secretary Bryan
was that in addition to withdrawing!
nit; u ukcu ciciius nuni imriiuipiiinig
in tne six power loan negotiation, early
recognition was intended, later state
nents from the White House made it
apparent that such recognition was
dependent

upon "the organization

of

the new government on constitutional
lines.
American Charge de Affaires Wil
liams Was instructed nearly two weeks
ago to convey recognition to the new
republic as soon as those formalities
had been complied with. It is stated
at Ihe state department, however, that
teh failure of the assembly to choose
a speaker, owing to Bharply drawn
party issues, is a sufficient obstacle
tv
delay the execution of the

THE KING OF THE ARCTIC CIRCLE" AND HIS SON.
of the Artctic Circle" is this
Whom the Bare Spots on His
School Geography Beckoned
He
Answered the Call and Became a
King in Reality if not in Name.

"King
Man

to

(By Fred L. Boalt.)

Seattle, Wash., April 28 Captain
Jason Allen, "king of the Arctic
circle," and his son, A. Jason, Jr., left
Seattle for their home, Point Hope,
Alaska, a few days ago. They will arrive next August!
The captain brought his
Son down to California four mnnths
ag0 and put hira into an expensive
private school.
"It took four months to fetch him
down, and it'll take four months to
take him back," said the captain, "but
it was worth it. There won't be a better educated boy in all the Arctic
circle than A. Jason, Jr."
The captain went to Alaska In
A.

half-bree-

d

1895.

"Before that," he explained, "I'd
been a bit of everything. But as a
boy I wanted to explore the north.
Do you remember the geographies
and the blank spaces near the pole?
in
They were marked 'unexplored'
some of the books. Those maps were
a 'dare.'
I was one of those boys
who couldn't 'take a dare.'
I went
north, not for gold, but to explore the
blank spaces."
PLEAD NOT GUILTY.
"You are glad you went?"
"So glad that, though I've had a
At
San Francisco, Calif., April 28.
fine time in the states, I'm in a hurry
5 13 3
Three brokers who accepted and lian- - to get back. I have a wife up there,
S
2
10
Chicago
died the speculative accounts of Clias. an Eskimo, and a better wife no man
Hendricks
and
Toney, F. Baker, sentenced to ten
Kelly;
years in ever had. A little daughter, too, that
Cheney and Archer.
San Qnentin penitentiary, for embez- - will be a strappling young lady of 5
zling $204,000 from the Crocker. Na- - when we get home. And you ought to
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
bank while he was its assistant ' see my house! It stands close to the
jtional
,
.Milwaukee-Toledo28.
Toledo, Ohio, April
casnier, pieailea "not guilty" today beach of the Arctis sea. Four rooms
postponed: wet grounds. on indictments etmrtrintr' them with h,oi.q HI V., UUU
0,1,1
tv,a 1UUIULI
,1,
lUj i,,i,o,. md ma
Indianapolis. Intl., April 2S. IVailSnS firill.nirn
A
n
mnn
f, lr,.,a
iv QU(-ti
tu'iuo
ilh snug aim
jpiiu per juuu leei. ,1,.
postponed: rain.
national depository.
The request for warm with a furnace, and
Columbus, Ohio, April 28. Colum a continuance denied and their
era. and as many other conveniences
case;
bus-St- .
rain.
Paul, postponed;
T
a i ii
nrvnfn ntt Wil nncl o t
i
will
f'nm A nr "B"
in is
"
,aa
.
ToniBvlllo
jouu nuuj ui a uuiei.
' '
L, jonnson and J. "P. Wilson of
the "WliAt
do
of women's sufthink
they
Minneapolis, postponed; ram.
flm of j. B. wiIs011 & Ca and x R frage up your way?"
their floor manager are said by
Captain Allen laughed.
tt will not pay you to waste your Burk,
LTllilea states
McNab to be
tirae writing out your legal forms the first brokerAttorney
"They don't know yet at Point Hope
ever jmicted on a
that the women of Alaska are allowed
wnun you can get mem aireauy print- u,e cinl.ge
to vote. There are seven white men,
o.d at
the New Mexican Printiup
two white women and the natives
Company.
It will not pay you to waste your there.
The natives can't vote, and
writing out your legal forme the white folks don't bother their
..Subscribe for the Santa Fc New time
when you can get them already print- heads about politics.
We're too far!
Mexican, the paper that boosts ali ed at the New Mexican
Printing con? off the map."
the time and works for the upbuild
paDy.
"Have you ever seen any of Stef-ins of our new State.
fanssen's white EskimoB?"
It will not pay you to wate your
It will not pay you to waste you!
"Steffanssen is a liar. He visited
time writing out your legal forms time writing out your legal form me summer before last and said never
I've
when you get them already printed when you can get them already print- a word about white Eskimos.
ed at the New Mexican Printing cor been all through that country east of
at the New Mexican Printing
pany.
the McKenzie river, and there are no
white Eskimos there. There are Cock-New Mexican Want Ads always mollicks, which are a distinct tribe,
New Mexican Wani
Ads always
'but they're different from other Eski-- j
bring results. Try it.
bring results. Try It.

-

o

--

...

Ail ojTlu,.ni.l

1

mos only in that they're dirtier and
lazier. They're not white. The northwest mounted police know them well,
for the Cockmollicks live in Canadian

terrilory."

"What of the nature of the natives?"
"Given a square deal, no one need

worry about the natives. The naW
ral inclination of most white men is
to skin them. The whitest of white
men in Alaska is Bishop Rowe. Under hira the Episcopal missions are
doing more good for the natives than
all other agencies combined. I say
that, though I am no churchman.
Rowe is a white man all through, and
no hypocrite. There isn't a man,
white or native, in the Circle who
wouldn't

fight for him.
"Just before I came south I heard
a story about him. He was coming
down the Yukon with a dog team, and
met a man going up. They planned to

camp that night together.
"How's the trail down the river?"
the bishop asked.
"The man didn't know Rowe was
a
'Take it from me,' he said,
rotten. How's
'it's blankety-blanketthe trail up the river?'
" 'Same as down,' said the bishop."
Allen, if not literally "king of the
Arctic circle," almost deserves the
title. He is the most influential single
individual, probably, in all that northern region.
He owns a number of whaling vessels, and trades extensively in furs
buying them of the natives and shipping them to Seattle for the foreign
market. He employs eight white men
and about 100 natives.
The vessel which will carry him and
A. Jasson, Jr., to Point Hope, goes
first to a number of Siberian ports before finally entering Bering strait.

POPE MOTOR CYCLES
Overhead Valve Motors
L"-8h- .
p. chain drive
Moitel M n h. p. chain drive.
Model K Hiif 4 h. p. beltdrive....
Model H llzbt weluht, belt drive
Mugnelo Equipped.

Model

Pope

&

ng

Bicycles-Repairi-

1250.00
$!!00.00
$165.00

Supplies

PASH BROTHERS,
MOTOE-CYCLEE- Y
127 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N.

y
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RAILROAD IS SOLD

- DKiiverTColoTr'April

FOR $3,000,000.
28. The prop-

of the Denver, Northwestern and
Pticific railway, (Moffat road), was
sold at public auction at the county
court house at noon today. The road

erty

A. K.

FIRST
1NTERSCH0LASTIG

N.

ALBUQUERQUE,

d
fare from
all points in New Mexixo to
Albuquerque and Return
on Certificate Plan, providing fifty or more
are in attendance.
$4.60 from Santa Fe $4.60
one-thir-

Ticdets on Sale May 1st, 2nd and 3rd.
Return Limit, May 5th, 1913.

H. S. LUTZ,

.

.

.

Agent.

Singer, Chiropodist,
OF ALBUQUERQUE,

Fe at the MONTEZUMA HOTEL MONDAY, APRIL
If you have any corns, bunions, Ingrowing toenails or calwill relieve you. of your misery without pain or danger of InLeave your call and I will make an appointment when I

will be In Santa
28, 1913.

louses,
fection.

I

arrive.

TO'Nip t

LUBI- N-"

First Prize

DAYTON FLOOD DISASTER,"

Tuesday Night

10

OMEDY

Only2

References

Some of the most prominent merchants In Santa Fe.

ELKS

Shows.

and 1 5 Cents.

M.

May 3d, 1913.
One and

1

"-C-

M.

sky-pilo-

'
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During 1912, William Hether-ingtoJr., of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
rode 5,000 on his motorcycle.
The total cost, including oil,
fuel and repairs, was $23.90.
Less than
cent per mile!
Inexpensive
happiness, surely!
Spring is almost here. A motorcycle will open a new world
to you.
Break away from town this
year. Mount your new Pope
and ride WHEN you will, and
.WHERE you will, through the
miles of happiness that await
you.
Come in or write for details.
2

Washington, D. C, April 28. Political developments in China have made
u improbable that the United States
will immediately recognize the new
republic, as originally intended and officials here believe .there is, therefore, no danger of further complicating the delicate situation at Peking as
the result of the Conclusion of the
five power loan and the friction between Yuan Shi Kia and his cabinet
on the one c.ide and the powerful radical party in the assembly on the

-

MA

O C.

.

Served with dainty, criap eracken.

RECOGNITION OF
CHINA DELAYED

other.

Boston-Philadelphi- a

ELKS

PIPING HOT
CUPFUL FOR...

i

Lincoln
St. Joseph
Sioux City
Omaha
Des Moines

--

WHITE SOX ELEUEN
ALL STARS FIUE

Hot Chocolate.

Delicious

Washington, D. C, April 28. President Wilson, tfn presenting an Amer
McCUE.
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
ican flag today to a delegate of 47
Won. Lost. Pet. school boys from San Francisco, gave
Club.
Some of the best critics in the mid.778 expression to a bit of philosophy about
dle west say that McCue is another New York .
.92 school masters and school days.
Teddy McGovern. A great left hand Chicago . .
.025
"I dare say you think," said the
and a powerful right, with ability to Philadelphia
.015 president "that school masters are
..S
handle both properly, make McCue a Pittsburgh, .
.545 often a bit hard ou you in requiring
.0
threatening aspirant for Kilbane's Erooklyu .
St. Louis .
.402 you to do things in order that you
,.c
title.
.182 may pass the tests of the school, but
.2
McCue hails from Racine, Wis. He Cincinnati ,
.1S2 want to warn you that when you get
has won his last eight fights with Boston ,
,.2
knock outs, only his last, with Joe
cut of the school you are going to
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
have harder school masters than you
Homeland, a rough, tough battler, goWon. Lost. Pet. had before.
Club.
ing as far as four rounds. Each vic2
9
tim succumbed to a right to the jaw. Philadelphia
.SIS
"For the world requires that we
10
4
It is understood negotiations are Cleveland
.714 niake
good, no matter what happens,
now under way to match McCue with Washington
7
3
.700 and the man who does
things amounts
S
8
.500 to a
Featherweight Champion Kilbane or Chicago
deal more than the man
great
with Dundee should the latter by any St. Louis
7
9
.438 who wishes he had done
things and
9
5
possible chance get a decision over Detroit
.:;s5 who
he
will
do
The
things.
promises
the Clevelaiuler in their coming
New York
2
10
.107 men I am
sorry for are the men who
stop at the grave itself. You have got
WESTERN LEAGUE.
to have your second wind in this
Club.
Won. Lost. Pet. world and
keep it up until the last
7
Denver ,
.875 minute."
I

A EABLE
Once upon a time a Star clouter
found himeslf in July form long before
the training season opened. To shoV
his goods he decided to start something that would tickle the tongue of
the club owner's oxfords. He would hit
'em up for more coin and if the kale
vas not forthcoming the club could go
.to the Merry Bowwows.

Some School
Of Wisdom!

Learned in College of Hard Knocks,

BASEBALL.

MARTY

A Soluble Antiseptic Powder
as a remedy for mucous membrane af
fections, such as sore throat, nasal or
pelvic catarrh, inflammation or ulcera- tion, caused by female ills? Women who
have been cured say "it is worth its
weight in gold. " Dissolve in waterand
apply locally. For ten years the Lydia
E. Pinkham Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine in their private correspondence with women.
For all hygienic and toilet uses it lias
no equal. Only 50c. a large box a t Druggists or sent postpaid on receipt of price.
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass.
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OF TWO MONTHS

CAPITAL 850,000 00

COUNTY

CHAVES

A Very Large Display of

a statement in hia own
or bearing on the reason he committed the crime, the prisoner replied :
"1 don't know. I don't know myself.
I
know, too." Here he turned his head
towards his pillow and said goodbye.
When The Record representative apreached the cell In company with
Jailer Cleet, Arnold was lying on the
cot in the cell. He raised his head
slightly as he was told by Jailer Cleet
that a reporter wanted to speak to:
him about the shooting.
When asked what prompted him to
(ic the shooting, Arnold replied in ai
low. tone. iiKiuirlns something rela--

(hooting

KILLS A BRIDE

MILLINERY

Business

Doss a General Banking

ESCAPE

OW

MOTHER.

INSTANTLY- .-"

Your Patronage Solicited
N. B.

I

W. E. GRIFFIN,

LAUGHLIN, President.

Cashier

I

DON'T

HER," SAYS

DIES

AGED

ALMOST
WHY

KNOW

MURDERER.

THE LOWEST.

GO.

GOODS

DRY

Lace or Embroidered, in Nearly All Models for High or
Neck. Large Assortment to Select From.

MRS. W. LINDIIARDT

Low- -

25c to $2.48

Prices from

125 Palace Ave

ll'roni Koswell Nccord.)
at Santo Domingo pueblo. The
PHONE 180
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
J. H. tl'utmun) Arnold, of Ranger
f
nnnliln linVf With- l.,,i;.,
of
he
that
Then
stockman
a
.
brought similar response.
t.ako, a well known
the erec- vicinity, about 3 o'clock yesterday af- sa il t ie snooting tooK mace vesier-- ,
and
teachers
house
a
of
school
of
day afternoon but that he did uotition
ternoon shot and killed'. Ills bride
building, as reported in this paper
two months. The woman died within know just what time it was.
I.NSLKh Willi imWAKU AM) KfcSI LU.MEM.
"Who was in the house at the last week.
a few minutes after the shooting, the
H. Prince was
U
Former
Governor
Is modern.
breast.
her
asked.
was
time?" he
bullet passing through
Is well located.
"Mother and the woman," was hls'ir. the city yesterday for a short visit
After killing his wife Tom Arnold,
on his way to Las Cruces. From that
Js close in.
life
the
brother
his
attempted
reply.
cays
Is in a good neighborhood.
city he expected to go to Kl I'aso,
"How did you kill her?''
ci his mother aim tnat uie uiuci esSt. Louis,
h aving there today for
to
Is a home.
her
"I
lier."
pleas
shot
caped death only through
the dedication
Is, best of all, offered at a reasonable
l c spared. The brother iui'tner states
"What did you use, a gun or a re where, lie will attend
ci the Jefferson memorial on Wednesprice.
tent the alleged murderer aibo ai- volver"
day and represent New Mexico at the
"A revolver," he replied.
tempted his own life but was preventthat
in
city
If
national
congress
you contemplate purchase of a home and want to secure "your
"How often did you shoot her?'1
ed by friends.
cf the week." Albu- latter
worth" it will pay you to inquire at once of
the
part
rr.oney's
to
last
the
mice."
he replied.
"Just,
city
Arnold was brought
Jo'irnal.
Cuerque
in
two
other
your
"Did the shooting take place
night by his brother and
..
,
W. C. Kelly of the firm of Kelly &
men and is now in the county jail.
bond dealers, of Kansas City, is
and
answer.
Kelly,
came
the
Frank
Young
"Not
Sheriff
home,"
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa
my
Deputy
in
the
this
city. Mr. Kelly and his family,
left
home?"
whose
"In
'
'
i"
.....
County physician Joyner
i C IT
i i, u.' l Dll
nr TV
iFitV
m
here last summer, but owing to
ir 11 ? heal, rcT
emaic, hm vtam n.u .
morning' for Ranger Lake where the
This question the prisoner answered resided
Mr.
'his
Kelly
business
arrangements
t
i.i a tone too low to be heard and
physician will conduct a postmortem
be. unable
to spend the summer
in-- j
examination preparatory to an
seem to understand when told the will
here
this
c
year. Mr. Kelly says
c
be
e
iponths
also
will
!
likely
I( aa o
answer wasn't heard.
fluent.. The latter
been
have
having fine, weath-- .
they
that
killed
pniuliirted today.
When asked if the woman he
A
in.Kaneas, and that the outlook in
Arrangements for the burial of the was not his wife, he replied:
ll,o grain states of the middle west is;
woman's remains are being made to"Yes."
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
for the largest, crop ever known in the
mur"How long were you married'.'"
day by the brother of the alleged
run by electricity or alcohol ? I have a fine
DISHES
of
lite
country,
woman's
l.istory
anthe
of
derer and members
"Just a few weeks," the prisoner
of the Sterneau "Inferno," all high-graassortment
1). Stannard. of the Fnited States
J.
swered.
family.
who.
an
luiimtifiti
i
service
engineer
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
"Did you have any trouble before
According to. the best information
.
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
ls connected witn tne mo urauuu nn-obtainable .tfbre; today no cause is the shooting."
at
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
known foiiMhc; man s deed. At tne
He said lie didn't know just what gatiun project, with headquarters
Kl Paso, T. xas, spent Sunday in Santa
time of the'hootihg lie and his bride the reporter was talking about.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
Colo.,
H. C. YONTZ,
and his motheivwere in the .Arnold
"Did von have anv fight with your Ft and left today for Alamosa,
home near itanger,JuKe. i no
wife before the shooting'." he was ask-- where he will investigate the watei
resources of the Rio Urande water
vas the onljf- Witness to the shooting. L,i again.i',
These investigations have been
..v.. c.i.i
After the Wiling Arnold is reporieu
were
made
Here the prisoner wanted to know made for a series of years, and
i,oo hiA Ms' cuii and later whicTi
an effort to borrow a gun with
what day this is and when told that My handled by Mr. French before he;
It has been'
became state engineer.
to kill himself.
it is Saturday lie asked:
... necessary
to continue these investi- .
:,ii. iuv. .......
Tom Arnold, the brother, reported
U1K U UU .
Hill
lll'll
- A. WILLIAMS,
ga lions for a series of years in order
to Sheriff Young here this morning Saturday'.'"
tc determine the average flow of the
that his brother has been acting pecuhe
Your trial hasn't been set yet
or
waters of the Rio Crande water shed,
liarly for the last three months
was told. He seemed distressed.
v Inch reports are being compiled as
more and that he believes his brothThe prisoner remained lying on hi p ids to the future work which will be
Reer's mind is unbalanced.
Lines.
His doue 0I1 that water shed.
Mr.
couch
Arnold,
during the conversation.
Tom
After the shooting
Rigs you can
Wolford and another man brought the face showed some signs of his feeling
and in much distress and worry. His con- CABLE GIVES WAY
alleged murderer to this city
PROMPT SERVICE.
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
'
SADDLE POMES.
at
intelligent
GIRL IS DROWNED.
tamed hiin over to the custody of the versation appeared
knew
he
as
St.
Francisco
and
San
though
times
139.
310
Phone
again
sheriff.
Paonia, Colo., April 2S. Miss Lizzie
,T.
If. Arnold is about. 28 years old, nothing about what he was talking.
drowned
was
Saturday,
a question was Campbell, Hi,
Hid is well known in the Ranger Lake Several times when
in the North Pork of the Gunni- He mill his n .it,' Mil ho MC pniprl to be looking into liight
nniihiir
nun
one
ui
of the
w....T
section
p.on river near liowle, when
brother have a ranch there and own a space and gave no answer
cables supporting a suspension bridge
tood sized herd of cattle.
hroke.
Ahnnt si weeks ago J. H. Arnold
the
of
and Miss Flo Hodge, daughter
postmaster at Ranger Lake were
CONTAINS NO, OPIATES
in marriage and since then they
M.,
-- o,
(Owing to the great interest manl
had resided at the Arnold ranch. The fested
the
in the Personal Column,
Its safe
dead woman was about 33 years "old New Mexican request its readers to
land was well known in that vicinity, send in by mail (a postcard will do)
We Buy and Sell for Cash. We Will Save You Money
'having resided there with her father or by telephone (call "31") items of
on Your Feed Bills. Let us have aJTrial
land brothers and sister for a number this column. By doing so the read-erdead
been
has
Order and Convince You.
of years. Her mother
will confer a favor on the New
for a number of years.
Mexican and on their friends. Com- j
ThP shooting created considerable munications sent by mail should bear
excitement last night in the Ranger the signature of the writer).
Lake country. Nothing could be
M. O'CONNELL,
learned here today up to noon as to
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Shawhan, of
(he cause of the shooting further than Washington, D. C, are sightseers in
116 GALISTEO STREET.
Phone 214 J
that the brother says he believes the the city.
man was unbalanced at the time he
of
W.
H.
Mrs.
Albuquerque,
llahn,
committed the crime.
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. B K. tcra ma tw
.
V3 .
1
is
shot her,"
"T don't know why
Nuding.
A. W. Wormwood, a prominent and
the way Mr. Arnold put it when ques-tloned this afternoon in his cell in tne well known rancher of the Kspanola
DISTRIBUTOR OF
county jail by a representative of The valley, spent Sunday in the city.
Mrs. Margaretta Sargent of KspaRecord us to the cause of the shoot'
nola, is visiting her sister, Mrs. John
ivig.
Law and other relatives in this city.
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
"I don't know, I don't know
THE CAPITAL PHARMACY,
Kugenio Romero, sheriff of San
he said later during the converof all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
Manufacturer
county, is here from Las Vegas.
sation and again he said:
water.
hotel.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
"I don't mind your talking to me, He is stopping at the European
iruinnnnnnruiAnjiruuuuuurui
at
Santa Fe, New Mex.
J
35
D.
agent
formerly
J.
Barnes,
TELEPHONE
quesbut I don't understand your
Is now in charge of the
this
tions."
Wells-Fargexpress office at Las
When told that The Record repreVegas.
if
to
know
merely
sentative wanted
Aldo Leopold, supervisor of the
rzr&!i?t.lZ.
ho had any statement to make to pub-l's- Carson forest reserve has been quite
in connection with a story of the ill
,
at the home ot his
A. M. Borgere.
EGOS FOR HATCHING
CHURCH
OUR LINE OF
J. Steinfeld, Julian Dreyfus ana
Albufrom
came
up
Myers
yesterday by automobile and
EXTRA FANCY GGC
GENERAL ASSEMBLIES
the day in Santa Fe.
13
of Chicago
Mrs. If. C. Robinson,
ATLANTA, GA.
IS ALWAYS COMPLETE.
Where Quality Governs the Price
The early hatched Chick niakes
1st.
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B. LAM Y, Vice - President.
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DON DIEGO ADDITION

f

TO THE CITY OF SANTA FE
$

X

$

rrov open.
In

See Us
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at Once and Get Your Choice of Lots in one of the
Most Desirable Residence Sections of the City.
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O. C. WATSON & CO.
SURETY.BONDS.

REAL ESTATE

INSURANCE

Phone, 189 J.
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico
? 119 San Francisco St., :

WHY BE BAKED OVER

HOT STOVE?
de

j

JEWELER,

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

!

Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.

BARN
THE
STAR
PROPRIETOR.
W.

,..,

H

GENERAL LIVERY

104 DON

Telephone

GASPER ST.

Entire Stable
get.

Hack and Baggage
stocked. Best

j
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A Rug Or A Carpet
We have some of the
e
kugs to
Finest Brussels Carpets and
meet
the
purse.
and
the
attract
eye
We also have some Handsome Furniture,
Which is disincluding an Oak Dining Room Set
We ask you to
windows.
show
our
in
played
see this set and also a great variety of Dishes
which We are Going to Close Out at Cut Prices from today
IS A GREAT COVIFORT.

Weil-Mad-
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(HayWholesale and Retail
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for
Children
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-
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AKERS

THE
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WAGNER

UNDERTAKING

CO.

FURNITURE

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.

66-6-

Next Door to Postoffice,
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S.C.Buff Orpingtons
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$2.00
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Bejow you will find articles
you may be sure of getting

(liiiiAhtcr at tliut Institution.

and Price the Quality

PQ

FOB

EGGS

the Winter Layer

May 14th to June

!

Airs. Frank V. Parker, who lias
EGGS FOR THE TABLE.
FRESH
been ill at the ii'. Vincent's sanitarium 3 at any time at our store:
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n n:..i.,nt
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.t .......vw
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"fe
Anchovies
hpr honip on Manhattan avenue.
CHAS. aTwKEELGN,
Its not a new Idea, but onsFa
Anchovies in Oil
Miguel Otero left Sat- well worth considerlnfl when
315 Palace Ave.
Phone 204 J.
Anchovy Paste
urday for Denver, Chicago and New
you buy your Groccrits. The
Car le Due Jelly
on business connected with min- York
of
purity and wholesomenrss
Artichoke Bottoms, Imported
ing and irrigation projects, in which
all foods sold in our store
Tuna Fish in Olive Oil
interested.
is
he
Is vour best kind of
in- Tuna Fish, Plain
V. B. Srhweutker, a prominent
Insurance for you. Inferior
French Tunny Fish, in Olive Oil
man
anil
estate
real
atsfiut,
surpneo
us.
Wt
sold
not
are
by
goods
Pate de Fois Gras
of the leaders of tne Albunuerque
one
wish
wlio
leave that to thost
Cheese In
C. & B. Parmasan
commercial club, is here on business.
Bottles
at.
Montezuma.
the
Me
is
QUALITY AND A PRICE AS
Imported Sardells
Supervisor Thomas R. Stewart, Miss
LOW AS THIS QUALITY
Dundee Marmalade
E. A. Veitch, Miss Uva Pirkey and
WILL PERMIT is the basis
Pure Italian Clive Oil
Ira T. Yarnall and
Supervisor
Deputy
our
want
we
which
upon
Pure French Oilve Oil
for Ponchuella sta- .leave
wife
today
Please
rest.
reputation to
Pure French Olive Oil
on the Pecos forest reserve.
tion
Fire, Life, lAccident
remember this.
Heinz Preserved Fruit In Crock
Mrs. G. P. Mc.N'itt, court stenoRra- Plate Glass, Etc. Etc
Heini Mustard Catsup
Wftftilrt" jfi'ifiil'iiiniii f
pher, and E. L. Safford, clerk of the
Heinz Mandalay Sauce
rtiKirict court have
accompanhd
Ripe Olives, Large Ones
Judge K. C. Abbott to San Juan counRECEIVED
Dusseldorf Style Mustard
ty, where he will conduct court at
load of Aztec.
City Property, Farms
We also have a full line of
John P. Johnson, supervisor of the
Boss
Ranches, Orchards
Gila forest reserve, who has headDELICATESSAN GOODS.
Land Grants,
quarters at Silver City, lias been visit'
PURE FOODS
N. P.. Laughlin and family
Judge
ing
Monarch Canned Goods,
ar.d other friends in the capital the
Richelieu Canned Goods,
few days.
Hunt's Hand Peeled Califfor- - past
Mrs. J. B. McMamis was taken ill
,
nia Canned Fruits.
Saturday afternoon, the trouble prov-She was im- I
to be appendicitis.
Of
ing
&
SANBORN'S
CHASE
mediately taken to the St. Vincent's
mfitniiitiitimi
Coffee.
is
now
Tea
resting nicely
sanitarium, and
after an operation.
GROCERY
CO.
Telephone 194 W., Room
MODERN
James A. French, state engineer, and
the party from his office, are expected
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
home next Wednesday,
lney will oe
week
and
will
this
ir.
Lincoln
county
CO.
H.
- NEWMEXICO
SANTA FE
go over the road from Carthage to
"
Carrizozo.
Scratch Pads c; all descriptions aa
August Relngart. the contractor, is
3 all qualities, 10 pounds for 60 cent.
busy with a force of men, construct- New Mexican office
iiniximnnniuunjinATJxrLruTJlArB
For
ing the two new government build-

1, 111

'

IF. YOU BUSINESS MEN
of

first-clas- s

power
only realized the
Bond Paper and
own
choose
would
your
stationery, you
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
business-buildin- g

""V.. And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
100
efficient, you would specify

Hr-al-

INSURANCE

j

REAL ESTATE

JUST
Another car

Patent Flour.

k)

- The De Luxe Business

because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-chara- cter

impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive.

Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
difference.

Surety

j

Paper

Let us show you samples.

NEW MEXICAN 'PRINTING COMPANY. AGENTS,
tunta K, N. M.

Dates of Sale, May
EXTENDED

10

to

I

J, 1913.

.

RETURN LIMIT

tickets with joint
agent at Atlanta, not later than
June 10th, and payment of $1 extension of final limit may be obtained to reach original starting
point not later than midnight of
June 30th 1913.
By depositing

For Furihet Fat tit ulars Cal' On vr Address,

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
- - Nev Mexico

Santa Fe.

FINE CANDIES

and

Bonds

All Kinds.

j
j

s7kaune 8

Where Prices ar Bst
Safe Quality.

L

Are Vour Trees
Strong and Healthy?
"RED APPLE PAINT
Viiil make them so.

Etc

j

Water-Mar-

Round Trip Rate from Santa Fe

j

j

(Fac-Simi- le

KRICIt- e-

LEAP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER

father-in-law-

I

FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
Manager.

1

MULLIGAN & RISING,

SNTA

U

April and May are the months fo
for pro
painting your fruit trees
tection from all kinds of insects.
Try RhoaaV Patent Tree Paint.
and Guaranteed by

Mad

F. RHC.DS,
J. NOVELTY
WORKS,
QALISTEO ST.,
FE.NJ.
104
Telephone 157 W.

SANTA

New Mexican Want
Try

bring results.
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Ads
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mu n new mxc.m

SIX

THE

Santa Fe New Mexican

SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

VALH-E-

JFfcAJSJOJHI,.

Y

CAPITAL, SURPLUS

JVC.

R. J. PALEN,

at the Saata Fe Postofflce
The Santa Fe New Mexican
Published Daily
The New Mexican Review
English Weekly

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

SUBSCRIPTION
Daily, per year, by mall
Dally, six months, by mail

$5.00

per year

$1.00

Weekly,

(2.50

$1.25

needs.
Commercial Bills discounted.
Credit anj Deposit
Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
opened.
all Countries.
Coupons collected and cashed. Stock Exchange Sales and Purchases effected.
Telegraphic
transfers or money made.
It Is Important for every business house to establish
banking relations with a strong, servlce-ylvlnbank
where credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers In regard to your bankl.ig
business.

Booklet Free on Request

S1.S0

f

flme It the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
determines it adaptability to changing condiThis bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first importance in banking, a tradition that still
rules Its policy, but. the bank is not living on Its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability to present-day

Where are you going to spend your vacation? If you enjoy dancing, fishing, hunting, horseback riding tennis
playing, trap shooting and all out door sports come to Valley Ranch. Two and three rora bungalows with bath,
one and two room cabins or rooms in main building.
Accommodations already reserved
ahead to July. Is
Yours?

RATES

Dally, per quarter, by mall
Dally, per quarter, fey carrier
Weekly, six months

Organized in W70.

Growth
tions.

President
General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

Stauffer
J. Wight Giddings
William F. Brogan
M.

Vice-Pre.-ide- nt.

The Oldest Bank in Hie State.

Spanish Weekly

Bronsoit M. Cutting

NET PROFITS, 5250,000

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Charles

AND

L. A. HUGHES,

President.

Entered aa Second Class Matter

El Nucvo Mcxicano

APRIL 28, 1913.

MONDAY,

.50

THE VALLEY RANCH,

VALLEY RANCH,

NEW MEXICO.

g

to indicate that the songs rendered $50 being issued as follows: Arthur
AO THE BYSTANDER
Saturday night were not intensely en- - Seligman, $50.40; Arthur Seligman,
Ijcyable and given by finished artists, $172.20; James L. Seligman, f05G.20;
JES1T
"The Old Canoe" will never be for-- j B F. Pankey, $170.70: Arthur Sellergotten by anyone who heard it. The man, $833.50; T. W. Hanna, $300.00;
'sweet song, so beautifully rendered by Pablo Lopez, $54.00; Kpifanio Atenclo,
WE SOMETIMES NEED IT.
J. B. READ,
FRANK McKANE,
Mrs. Williams and the company went $C'9.00.
Evidently there has been a
I found myself in the Presbyterian
Cashier.
Assistant Cashier.
down
into
the heart, and the
right
of wild animals in 'Santa Fe
pulpit by proxy yesterday through the Rinirinar ff tl-- nraana olir.ir1 n mini. slaughter
FOUR PER CENT
Santa
Fe
Per
Annum
county.
Paid on TIME DEPOSITS
Interest
Eagle.
courtesy of Rev B.Z McCollough, w ho jUy of vojce
I
seemed
complimented the New Mexican
ydorful in its sweetness and range.!
taaLlslllllillsVH
w ,,pnr
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
EDITORIAL ROOMS 31 taking his text from its columns.
BUSINESS OF'FICE
Some of his remarks made last night jg.,.e
(he oW red barn T,)e opera.
had both force and courage, and cer-j.j- ,
iQ i, M
THE DE VARGAS.
tainly were full of truth.
and Mr. Johnson was rendered with a
TIME TO PLAY SAFE
F. B. Schwentker, Albuquerque.
to believe rare finish and skill.
I
able
have
never
been
It is quite the proper and diplomatic thing for Uncle Sam to play sate
Chas. M. Stauffer, City.
the Great
Mr. Crabbe was an especial favor
in the affair that is now growing more and more prominent relative to the that the lessons taught by
D. Bjerregaard, Chicago, 111.
ana
ncn
which
uass
witn
alien
law
nis
voice
land
5ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
"j
legislation,
attitude of .lapan on account of California's
jiie too,
Enas Strawn, Alamosa, Colo.
to whom he spoke personally,
i
rendered those numbers that never
is rapidly becoming a more than a state issue.
Theo Espe, Santa Fe.
were
for
all
to
ways supposed they
time:faji
attract, including "Rocked in
M. S. Dawson, Hamilton, Mo.
Secretary of Stale Bryan Is working on a scheme for national arbitration and were intended for us, as well as the Cradle
of the Deep."
Mrs. J. Jay Nestell, New York.
and temporary limitation of armaments, but In the meantime, before these
to whom they were given long
Mr. Williams is a comedian as well
Mrs. W. A. Leonard, New York.
theories arc worked over into substantial practicalities we may be busy with fcr those
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
our
is
are
not
as
If
this
why
true,
and
ago.
his
in
audience
we
singer
kept
Mr. and Mrs. E. V. Nestell, New
other matters, in which armani'.nt may be the most necessary thing that
churches
and
humor.
(continuous good
preachers?
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
could possibly possess.
York.
The "Williams Jubilee Singers" cer
Why do we teach these things tuatj
We need a navy and we need it badly, as we may be called upon to face
Central Location,
J. A. Halan, Albuquerque.
have come down to us from the long tainly made friends here, and will be
an extreme emergency and do it now.'
W. W. Dunlap, Dolores, Colo.
(welcomed any time in the future that
S. E. Johnson, Dolores, Colo.
Large Sample Rooms.
THOS. DORAN,
If the Democrats really possess that wisdom which they have been telling ago?
if those teachings were real then, ft. ithey may care to come,
J. Lyon, Dolores, Colo.
about so volubly for the past few months, now is the time for its exhibition.
now.
real
Evils
seems
to
are
me
they
R. E. Talbert, Denver.
It has reached a point where we may be thinking of self protection and
were attacked then, why should they
C. D. Emermon, City.
self protection calls for preparedness.
AMONG
EDITORS.
not be now?
J. R. McFie and wife, City.
Tf the United Stales had a standing army commensurate with its size and
Judge
I cannot quite understand why peoA. F. Medine, Boston, Mass.
population, an army capable of defending the Philippines, Hawaii, the Panama
when the
Only One.
Jay D. Stannard, El Paso, Texas.
canal zone and the continental coast lines, if it had a navy strong enough to ple get so wrought, up
- The old
OPEN DAY AND NIQHT
story that Mr. Taft gave up! J. Howard Wagner and
command respect on the Atlantic ocean, and at the same time rule the Pacific, preacher hits into their yard.
family.
his
in
a
seat
car
to
street
thre?
ladies
I
some
recall one Sunday
years ago
From
city.
then California might pass all the discriminatory laws it pleased and the naLa Salle
in Pittsburgh. I went to church there, .ma uuen proven a mytn.
resident c. Neis, Santa Fe.
tion as a whole might wink the further eye while Tokio sputtered.
BARRANCA
TAOS
11
on v rakes
and the preacher took my skin off in "iisuu ii.is snown uiai
Wm. Wetzel, Santa Fe.
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
As it is we are obliged to be excessively polite, excessively considerate
.
one man to fill Mr. Taft's seat.- - Dem-inMeets
Both
North
scientifimost
South
me
He
Fred
flayed
Gregg, Santa Fe.
and excessively deferential to a half bankrupt country with scarcely more
was over h
Headlight.
Telepboae II.
Tom White, Santa Fe.
Bounds Trains.
than a third of our population, merely because we lack the military and naval cally. When the service hands with
The Real Meaning.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Bishop, Santa Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
"stood at the door and shook
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
force which commands respect.
The word "dam" is the name of a Fe.
I was
but
me.
were
We
strangers,
25 cents.
the
north bound train and arrives at
Means,
Regular
Can one conceive a Tokio mob howling for war with Great Britain beMiss Marion Bishop, Santa Fe.
He was "hitting at small coin used in India and of very
cause some Canadian province had threatened to discriminate against Japan- glad to meet him.
Rooms for Rent, 25c and 50c.
Taoa at 7 p. m.
Mrs. J. Chavez, Santa Fe.
I was in the way.
He small value, and is also the nam 3 given
and
devil"
the
ese immigrants?
Short Orders at All Hours. Ten miles shorter than any other
Mr. and Mrs. Goutchey, Santa Fe.
It by tinkers to a small wad of paper put
Can one imagine Great Britain taking anything except her own time in was preaching the gospel straight.
R. J. Crichton and family, Santa Fe.
I am in sympathy with Into a hole in tinware when mending
me
did
good.
BY
THE WEEK $5.00 way. Good covered hacks and good
BOARD
a
and
Canadian
between
proarise
Japan
settling any difficulty which might
it for the purpose of preventing the
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Gerdes, Santa
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Team
shouldthe
from
hits
the
that
preacher
vince?
French Noodle Order, 20c a dish.
solder from running through. Both Fe.
furnished commercial men to take In
But we are obliged to play safe, not because we have neglected to arm er, without fear, and I respect him. As mean
New
York
60c.
Chop Suer,
Dr. Huron and wife, Santa Fe.
of little value, so the expression
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudc
I understand
it, that's his business.
against Japan in particular, but we because we have neglected common pruMrs. Williamson, Santa Fe.
station.
There are times, you know, when we really means "I don't care the value of
dence in building up strong means of defense.
Miss Hickman, Santa Fe.
Thus President Wilson and his state department seem to have o very im- have to take bitter medicine fo.' phy i dam." Belen News.
Mr. and Mrs. Iden, Santa Fe.
What It's For.
portant question before them, compared to which the Mexican situation is sical needs. Why not for moral betterNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
W. G. Kelly, Santa Fe.
tion to make five year proof, to esA
New
too.
York
ment
and
to
cure,
child's play.
capitalist" objects
Small. Holding Claim No. 5838 017877. tablish claim to the land
J. G. Raine, Denver.
the income tax on the ground that not
above de0
A, F. Witzel, Denver.
Department of the Interior, United scribed, before Register and Receiver,
one of every 100 citizens of this couu-- '
SETTING THE STYLE.
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M
A. A. Senecal, City.
HUMAN
"Rats," puffs, artificial braids and try will qualify to pay the tax, and the
M. P. Manzanares, Fort Sumner.
on the 10th day of March, 1913.
April 9, 1913.
Employed in a certain bank is a young man whom we will call George elaborate head dresses have been ta- flit who do not pay will have a voice iu
E. Uhlfelder and family, City.
Notice is hereby given that the
Claimant names as witnesses:
Nelson, though that isn't his name. He serves as a handy man and his pay booed by the daughters of President how the tax is to be spent. Maybe he
Wm. Gregg, City.
is $1,000 a year. Most of the time he handles books and papers, but some- Wilson.
Juan Baca, Placldo Lopez, of Leyla,
claimant lias filed notice
Simplicity in dressing the didn't know it, but the New Yorker
Lonua
Gregg, San Simon, Ariz.
of his intention to make final proof la. N. M., intonio Villanueva, Agustin
times, when the teller is sick or away, he fingers real money stacks and hair as well as in wearing gowns has gave the reason for the income tax.
Mrs. Wm. Gregg, City.
stacks of it.
ef Gaiisteo, N. M.
support of his claim under Sections 16 K&nOrt
marked the beginning of their life in Cnly about one In a hundred AmeriT. H. Parkhurst, City. .
No, George hasn't robbed ihe bank. He is honest. But this is what he the White House.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
cans have incomes of $4000 or more.
I. May, Cincinnati.
lias to contend against in order '.o stay honest:
(20 Stats., 854), as amended by the
Elinor Wilson arranges her hair The new tax is to help others get into
Register
J. N. Shawhau aud wife, Washing- act of
He is married. Wife recently presented him the first baby. Being a with a
February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
strand on brilliants, Dan- - the $4000 class. Maxwell News.
single
c
C.
D.
ton,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
ncisuuuuiuuu '
unuhtfl, uui.ki; nut, ui iiinmo lit; una iu live jii a i
470), and that said proof will be made
fr.i.tn
Water Is Cheap.
D. H. McVay. El Paso.
and wear good looking clothes. His job in short, determines his standard,
before Juan C. Sandoval at Cuba, N.
April 12, 1913.
her
,den
dresse)
Instead
of
about
.
...
.
the high
The wife, too, has a level to maintain. She is a neat, bright and alfectionate
Mrs. Nettie Harris, ATamosa, Colo. M., for the S
cussing
Notice is hereby given that Julian
f
N Wl-4- ,
NW
SE
.
house-1,
price charged you by the city for wa... ... .
,
Mr. and Mrs. II. Abraham New
wife, very eager to economize: but she wasn't trained in
Romero, of Kennedy, N. M., who, on
NW
NW
NW
NE
. .
"Iter, stop to calculate a moment: After York.
keeping as girls were a generation ago. She can do fancy work and cook!,. ,.
August 5th, 1909, made Homestead EnNW
NW 1,4, SW
NE
NW
,lle first thirty barrels (estimating a
fudge, but she can't make baby clothes nor her own dresses most things
Sig. Stein, Kansas City.
W
SE
NE 4 NW
K try No. 09474, for Lots 1, 2, 3, and 4,
in the Nplsnn linnie. therefore, nre "store boncht."
Jiargare.i wnson wears a grauuaiu Darrel at 30 ganons) you pav one an(j
J. F. Harden, Kansas City.
Section 18, Township 13 N., Range 9
NE
NW
T.
Sec.
K.
21
3,
N.,
s
The first few months the Nelsons cot alomr finely on $19.23 a week and Wet which reaches from just above
cents per barrel! Think of
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no1 W., and S
SE
SW
SW
it You would not dip the water from
even saved a bit, for both had clothing ahead and the wedding gifts had well- - iher forehead over each ear.
tice of intention to make five year
NE
EUROPEAN.
SE
SW
SW 14, SE
The simple styles set by the presi- - one tank to another for that
nigh furnished the flat. But when the doctor had to be sent for when the
money,
proof, to establish claim to the land
NE
SW
J.
SW
P.
SE
SW
are
King,
Magdalena.
being copied by and yet the city pumps the water you
wee little things had to be got ready and when, for a time, there was need (dent's daughters
above described, before Register and
SE
SE
NE
H.
W.
SW
W
belles.
Harper, City.
of a servant and a nurse, not onlv did the small surplus soon vanish, but hubby (Democratic
use over three hundred feet! You had
Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
NW
W
SE
So say the news items.
SW
NE
had to run in debt.
never thought of it in that light hadj Eugenio Romero, Las Vegas.
Fe, New Mexico, on May 24, 1913.
S
SE
S
M. Long, Salt Lake.
NW
Chas.
N
SE
14
do
not
trom
tti;;
above
tie expected tnar, as soon as tne emergency nan passed, ne couiu rasuy
j
know,
Water is cheap in Clovis
Claimant names as witnesses:
SE
Thomas R. Stewart, City.
NW 14 SE
NE
SW
:tiicu up. iic nan never uiccu nc-- uuuy piuuitun ucioib. ne iiim neciiu u cam sunpuoji oi me v uson gins meinou awfully cheap to the consumer.
Jose
Varela, Marcos Gonzales,
NW
SE
of
14
T.
Sec.
a
N
22
see
as
ne
14,
ana
sucn
one
34,
George
Ford.
as
two
mat
couinn i
Kinney, Rocky
couiu live
wny
nine (;f dressing tneir hair, what they really Ciovis Journal.
cneapiy
Santa Fe, N. M., Francisco Gonzales.
R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
MONTEZUMA.
mite as a third member of the household should add to the cost burden.
look like, but I judge that is along
How He Feels.
He names the following witnesses Trinidad Martinez of Kennedy, N. M.
We aren't going to print tin Nelson family diary. It's enough to say that tile i;ne 0j tjle simple life.
A fellow who has batched
for a H. L. Galles, Albuquerque.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
to prove his actual continuous adverse
He cut out the daily cigar and took to a pipe, lie even
H.
George did his
A.
Coon,
City.
Somehow, a style in dressing hair number of years, believes he has
It
wore patches when they wouldn't show. But the debt didn't decrease.
of
tract
said
Register.
for
possession
Mr.
twenty
and Mrs. F. C. Streeter, New
always seemed to be silly. Of course, reached the zenith of his earthly hapgrew.
years next preceding the survey of
York City.
two
season
or
of
a
when
he
fixings
fancy
But
are
we
marries.
piness,
One day a tradesman attached George's wages. This brought the matter jthe seemed extreme. To some it was in
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
the township, viz:
Mrs. N O. Herron, City.
a position to affirm that the taking
to the notice of the president of the bank. Strange to say, he was a two- - ;ago
J. J. Salazar, of Cuba, N. M.; Hilario
11.
S.
not.
EI
to
same
The
of
Paso.
Jennings,
a wife is not fraught with the deep
becoming,
.
others,
..
A
1.
Alnn K
...r,n r.l.,,n.,.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Lucero, of Cuba, N. M.; Onofre uarcia,
.b6:u ..um.c u
i,u
fue of the present style of brush and perfect joy, that comes with the H. B. Waha, Albuquerque.
He Inquired into
enough banker to prefer dividends to defalcations.
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hall at 7:30 p. m and gives special attention to casea
lia
at
Fireman's
oiontn
such
held
or
except
them,
by
jsued
before the State Supreme Court.
Denting Headlarge number of first quarter bills. rabbits are concerned.
New Mexico ss.
The corporation is an-- bility for the amount of the capital Visiting brothers are invited and wel
FOURTH
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
Chairman Mauville was suffering from light.
to
to
tne
to
been
have
issue capital stock
stock certified
paici, npcoine.
It Is Hereby Certified, that the an thonzed
an attack of sciatic rheumatism and
President
BENITO
ALARID,
i nousana uoi-property or cisn, ai me time oi uie
nexed is a full, true and complete extent of Twenty-nv. Chas, R. Eaeley,
Chas. F. Easlcy,
did not care if every bill before the
FEW LAMBS KILLED.
CAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
of the Certificate of Incor- - lars ($25,000.00), divided into Twen- commencement of business,
transcript
EASLEY & EASLEY,
The question of
board was rejected.
According to the Roswell sheepmen
office
the
Dollars
corpora-AXof
Ten
of
Hundred
STERN-HAGEshares
The
LAND
registered
of
aw.
Attorneys-a- t
fixing values on property was taken the raajorty of whom have received poration
F, W. FARMER
Laugh- tion is located at Rooms
LIVESTOCK COMPANY, (No. ($10.00) each.
No.
in the Courts and Defor
Practice
Homestead
up, but not gone into, as tne Doara reports from their ranches, not more
and
New
Mexico,
FIFTH: The names and postoffice lin Bids., Santa Fe,
was not in possession of the valua- than 200 lambs were killed by the t.vmi- with the, endorsements thereon.
2879, Brother Land Department.
record addresses of the incorporators and the Mr. Edward II. Oakley is designated as
Land grants and titles examined
hood of Ameritions made by the state board, and the hail, which accompanied the recent as same appears on tile and of
in
sub
of
stock
and
of
number
shares
the
agent
therein,
Cornoration
capital
in
statutory
office
of
the
State
the
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Oflice, Et-cimatter was largely left to the discre- heavy rains in some sections. Earlier
can Yoemen.
'
of
whom
proand
the
scribed
for
upon
each,
aggregate
by
charge thereof,
N. M.
tion of Assessor Shipley. A resolu- reports that large number were killed ( ommission.
'
Meets second
hich shall be the amount with which cess aeainst the corporation may be
In Testimony Whereof, the Chairman
and
tion was passed instructing deputy the sheepmen say were not based upfourth
Mobus!shall commence
served.
and Clerk of said Commission have the corporation
M. J. McGUINNESS
theriffs and constables who had
on facts.
ndays of the
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we, the
offlvori r.ess are as follows:
o.,
v,o,i in
men
Atturney-at-Law- .
locked up on short sentences, to
dcv
month at the
antrum
uujiv,d
set
Value.
The heaviest loser was Fritz Brink,
hereunto
Shares.
have
Residence.
paid
incorporators,
nr
,QOi
cr,mmu.tn at theame.
take them out and work them on the whose ranch is located northwest ol
Fireman's Hall. Room 12, Second Floor, Capital City
11th
this
on
seals
day
B.
New
hands
cur
and
Nathan
Stern,
of Santa Fe, on this 21st day of
H. Foreman, R. L. Baca,
roads. The commissioners hope by
Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
67
$070 of April, A. D. 1913.
the city. Mr. Brink reports a loss of City
York City, N. Y. . .
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
v.orking the men incarcerated for about 200 lambs out of a probable April, A. V. 1913.
MorNSTHAN D. STERN,
(SEAL.)
Gustav Hager,
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
petty offenses to get a few rocks piled 12,000 total in his flock. Reports from (SEAL.)
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
(170
67
J. ERNEST STERN,
(SEAL.)
iarty, N. M
Santa Fe Lodge
Chairman.
out of the roads. Lordsburg Liberal.
Dentist.
H.
the J. H. Clements ranch fifty miles Attest EDWIN F. COARD, Clerk.
(SEAL.)
GUSTAV IIAGER,
Edward
Oakley,
No. 2, Knights
of
Spitz
Ovr
Jewelry Stori.
10!
of the city is to the effect that
M.
N.
vest
EDWARD
H.
(SEAL.)
OAKLEY,
Santa
Fe,
r
meets
Certificate of Incorporation of
WHAT CAN BE DONE.
2 and 3.
Rooms
of New Mexico, County of Santa
New
Ernest.
State
few, if any, were lost while on the
J.
Stern,
Land and Livestock Company.
B. D. Osborn, one of the pioneer
every Monday Phone Red 6.
C7
670
d Peasco
ss.
Fe
N. Y.
York
company
clonm
Sheep
City,
8
o'clock
to
at
evening
We, the undersigned, in order
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 6 p. m.
farmers of this district, is materially ...inhp.
On this 21st day of April, 1913,
knip(,
The time for which this
SIXTH:
In
Fellows
Odd
form a cornoration for the purposes
And by Appointment.
enlarging his farming operations mis
me personally appeared Edward
be
exist
fore
shall
shall
fifty
A fairly heavy hail storm was seen
Hall.
j,erelnafter stated, under and pursuant
year. He started into tne rarming ir. the
H. Oakley and Gustav Hager, to me
All
vicinity of the James Suther-- , io (he nrovision8 of an Act of the Leg years.
tusiness here three years ago when
to
the
be
the
The names of
persons
SEVENTH:
personally known
ranch but it did not strike any islative Assembly of the Territory of
M.
Knights are most C.
there had been practically no demon- land
the
At the Clements ranch the New Mexico, entitled "An Act to Reg- members of the Board of Directors for described in and who executed
invited.
cordially
stration of the farming possibilities of sheep.
PHYSICAN and SURGEON,
was fairly heavy but it was soft ulate the Formation and Government the first three months shall be as fol-- foregoing instrument and acknowledgA. P. HILL, C. C.
this region. He planted Ave acres to hail
cu to me that they executed the same A. REINGARDT, K. of R. and S.
lows:
did not hurt the sheep.
r.nd
9
Rooms
Manufac
for
of
Mining,
what
Laughlin Bldg. Calls
Corporations
onions the first year, and made
Nathan B. Stern, Gustav Hager and as their free act and deed.
The sheep men report that the rains turing, Industrial and Other Pursuits,''
attended
prom
is known to the trade as a "killing.''
day or night.
ply
have
I
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
cf the last few days were followed a pproved March 15, 1905. do hereby
;ardH O,ey
He then sold the place and
hereunto set my hand and affixed my
' "f
2 to 4 p. m
7 to 8 p. ra
9 fo If a. m
in another section of the valley. with warm weather and that unless certify as follows:
,0 authorize and cause to be ex notarial seal the day and year in this
FIRST: The name of the corpora-- P
Here he went in for tomato growing the cold of last night affected them
written.
above
the
certificate
first
and
liens
upon
!ecuted mortgages
cn a large scale, canning ten thou- they anticipate only beneficial results tlon i8.
it will not pay you to waste your
NORA E. SUMMERS,
property ana rniiiciuse oi tins cumul
STERN-HAGEsand cans the first season, and twenty-- from the wet spell.
LAND AND LIVE
time writing out your legal forms
Public.
to the provisions of the (Notarial Seal.)
ation
Notary
subject
The rains are general throughout
six
thousand cans the second, as well
STOCK COMPANY.
when you can get them already print-r-- d
Mv commission eXDrires March 14.
Rv.i
ari getting a ten acre field Into alfalfa. this Bection of the
state, extending SECOND: The registered office of, .. . .. in(p,l(inn
at the New Mexican Printing
ioir.
thp
nh1p,ts.
He also experimented
successfully from Vaughn on the north clear to Pe- tne corporation is locaieu in nuuma
ManCompanyof
in
of
the
New
State
York,
and
Burrough
powers specified
purposes
with strawberries, and a number of cos City on the south and west into
Laughlin Building, In the City of
hattan ss.
hereof shall, except
In some portions the Santa Fe, New Mexico; Mr. Edward third paragraph
other crops. From the proceeds of last the mountains.
..Subscribe for the Santa F. New
On this 11th day of April, 1913, bewhere otherwise specified in said par&
T
year's business Mr. Osborn boughL--a precipitation was decidedly heavy, all Ii. Oakley is designated as the stat- agraph be nowise limited or restricted fore me personally appeared Nathan
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
oil engine and new 3
the draws being filled with water.
new 20 h.-the time E.nd works for the upbuildutory agent therein, in charge thereof, ly reference to or Inference from the B. Stern and J. Ernest Stern, to me
American pump, which increased his Roswell Record.
and upon whom process against the terms of any other clause or paragraph personally known to be the persons de
ing of our new State.
TABLE
TIME
corporation may be served.
in this Certificate of Incorporation, scribed in and who executed the foreIt will not pay you to waste your
THIRD: The objects for which the but that the objects, purposes
Effective January 1st, 191 J.
and going Instrument and acknowledged
time writing out your legal forms
corporation is established are:
powers specified in the third para- to me that they executed the same as
when you get them already printed
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to conTo breed, raise, buy, sell, export, im- graph and in each of the clauses or their free act and deed.
at the New Mexican Printing Comnect with No. 3 westbound and
in
deal
horses,
and
have
I
WITNESS
IN
shall
be
sheep,
cattle,
of
WHEREOF,
this character
port
paragraphs
No. 10 eastbound.
pany.
and livestock of all classes and de regarded as Independent objects, pur- hereunto set my hand ana" affixed my
notarial seal the day and year in this
scriptions. To build, construct, buy, poses and powers.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
lease, or otherwise acquire, own an-IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we have certificate first above written.
m.
A blow of a crowbar into the an- contact with the closed doors. The maintain slaughter-houses- .
To carry hereunto set our hands and seals this (Seal.)
O. B, LEWIS,
3 carries passengers to AlbuNo.
cient wall adjoining the sacristy of dull thud heard led to an investiga- on the business of butchers and pack- 11th
Notary Public, Kings Co., N. Y. No.
day of April, A. D. 1913.
locally, and to Pacific
querque,
the Cathedral of St. Francis revealed tion.
ers ; also to manufacture, buy, sell and
NATHAN B. STERN,
47, Certificates filed:
(SEAL.)
Kings Co.,
Coast
points.
an ancient Spanish window through
HISTORY OF WINDOWS.
J. ERNEST STERN,
(SEAL.)
generally deal in all articles made
Register No, 980, New York County
which one peered, .perhaps, back to
Windows are of ancie nt origin. They from the carcasses of animals. To
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to conAll other chocolates seem
Clerk No. 30, New York Register No.
GUSTAV IIAGER,
(SEAL.)
temin
role
the times of the Conquistadores.
the great
No. 1 westbound, and
nect
with
played their
410G.
or
otherwise
lease,
H.
EDWARD
acquire
OAKLEY,
(SEAL.)
The discovery of the window now ples and palaces of Egypt, which had purchase,
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
just ordinary after you once
ENDORSED:
farms and lands suitable for stock State of New Mexico, County of Santa
"Cut-off- "
held as one of the unique relics of roof windows formed of timber not
with
Albuquerque
business.
No. 7525.
and agricultural
Fe ss.
They are just
try
the olden days, was made by Col. unlike modern deck lights, open to raising
train for Clovis and Pecos ValCor. Rec'd Vol. 6 Page 215, CertifiTo produce, purchase, sell and genOn this 21st day of April, 1913, beJose D. Sena, who had been requested the elements. In Roman houses the
ley
points.
of
deal in milk, vegetables and all fore me personally appeared Edward cate of Stockholders'
as pure and w holesome as they
by Monsignor Fourchegu the vicar "atrium" or principal hall was open erally
LAND AND LIVEarrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
kinds of farm and garden products; to H. Oakley and Gustav Hager, to me STERN-HAGEReturning,
some
to
rooms
to
the
while
superintend
the
general,
repair
roof,
entering
are delicious. We secured the
m.
sell and generally known to be the persons described in STOCK COMPANY.
work. The monsignor presented the off the same were lighted only by the manuafcture, buy,
oleomarinFiled in office of State Corporation
and who executed the foregoing
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to conancient souvenir to Mr. Sena who has doors. Later thpiVhad windows pro- deal in butter, buttermilk,
agency for the Huyler line
all kinds of strument and acknowledged that they, Commission Apr. 21, 1913; 2:35 p. m.
nect with No. 7 westbound cartected by shutters anS"Ts4pacfiparent garine and butterine, and
placed it in his home.
EDWIN F. COARD,
The window is about four feet high material, probably mica, was used for dairy products. Also to sterllze, con- and each of them, executed the samC
knowing there is nothing finer,
rying El Paso sleeper, also No.
Clerk,
as their free act and deed.
4 eastbound.
and is what might be termed a "lat- glazing till in the second century dense, preserve and certify milk.
and because we know too
To engage in the business of raisIN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have
Compared E. D. C. to J. J. O.
tice window" with wooden doors that horn came into use.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
In the middle ages cloth seems to ing, selling and preparing for market hereunto set my hand and affixed my State of New Mexico, County of Santa
have been closed these many years.
will unconsciously
m.
people
Fe ss.
The window evidently antedated the have been used, as with the Chinese all poultry and eggs, to purchase, official seal the day and year first
Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to conI hereby certify that this Instrument
lease or otherwise acquire land, build above written.
use of glass in this city, and is a today.
judge the value of our stock
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
was filed for record on the 23rd day
NORA E. SUMMERS,
ings, and necessary equipment for the ; (SEAL.)
NO NAILS IN IT.
source of much interest to those who
No. 9 westbound.
of April, A. D. 1913, at 9 a. m., aiid
by the individual, lines we
In discussing the newly discovered carrying on of the aforesaid business.
have studied the history of Santa Fe.
Notary Public.
Fe
My commission expries March 14, was duly recorded In Book 2 of the"
12:30
arrive
Santa
Heremetically sealed the wood has window Mr. Sena said today that To buy and sell chicken food and IncuReturning,
carry We will be glad to
records of Corp'n page 50, on this 24th
It cloth had been used in some old win- bators. To buy, sell, import, export 1S1G.
a. m.
withstood the ravages of time.
.
-- t
.1 ..1
no
was lOUOUj 111 tt
auuira nail ai dows found here but the grill type and generally deal in poultry and State of New York, New York Coun- day of April, A. D. 1913.
have you judge this confecWitness my hand and seal of office. Call
the south of the old sacristy adjoin- window just discovered was evidently poultry products of every kind, class
ty ss.
M. A. ORTIZ,
It had been plas- closed up by its wooden doors which and description. To hatch, breed and
On this 11th day of April, 1913, be- (SEAL.)
ing the Cathedral.
tionery as soon, as convenient.
tered up and no one suspected its turned on a pivot instead of hinges, raise, either by natural means or incu- fore me personally appeared Nathan
Clerk, Santa Fe Co., N. M.
County
'
In packages from ioc. up.
V. I. ALARID, Deputy.
presence until the crowbar came in showing its ancient construction. bators, poultry of every kind, class V. Stern and J. Ernest Stern, to me

ure iia tue
iaici

is not a nail in it," he
"and
imagine in good weath- er the light was allowed to filter
through the grill work and that at
night and in cold weather, the doors
were closed from the inside."
"There
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SANi A F

F. ANDREWS
Grocery, Bakery and Market,

POLICE WOMEN TO
PROTECT GIRLS IN
"CITV OF ANGELS

THE STORE
Which Has a Most Complete

Assortment of
CORRECT

MILLINERY,

EMBROIDERY

IN.

STAMPED

NEW MEXICAN

FLOSS IN WHITE AND COL-

ORS; ALSO CROCHET COTTON.

j

FOR A LIMITED TIME:

APRIL

MONDAY,

LQCDL ITEflS

J

TELEPHONING
The New Mexican, If your business
I.oa Angeles, Calif., April 28. Two ii about advertising, subscriptions or
women will Job work, please call up "286." If
plain clothes
patrol
walk bents In the down town district you wish to speak to the editor or give
of Los Angeles ut night, beginning any news, please phone "31."
IN

28, 1913.
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Tferfro't
rjklr
MMJtWMb.
MJPM.i. I T

TSTOMAN'S delicate system requires
IT more than ordinary care and at- tention more care and attention than
it is given by the average woman.
Neglect J,t and ills soon creep In, and
the look of old age, sometimes quickly,
sometimes gradually follows.

Old Before

Your Time

That backache, so common among women, brings with it the sunken chest, the
and soon the youthful body is no more youthheadache, tired muscles, crow's-feeThe value of cold Cream lies in its
This innovation was announced by
ful in appearance and all because of lack ol attention.
Banquet Tomatoes, per
and
skillful compounding. Try
$.10
'olice Chief Sebastian today, n com- Purity
There is no reason why you should be so unfortunate, when you have at your
1.20
per dozen,1
panied by the statement that the po- 5ook B 1 olli cream for all toilet uses
disposal a remedy such as Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription recommended
'
for over 40 years as a remedy for ailments peculiar to women. We have thou
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
lice women would devote most of al'd massage purposes.
2.35
per case
sands upon thousands ox testimonials on nlo the
Had an Elephant The clerks at
their efforts to the protection of ?,irls.
Banquets are the standard No. 2J4 a regular 2for 25c
accumulation of 40 years testifying to its effectthe
local
are
iveness.
Mrs.
amused
Neither narcotics nor alcohol are to be
at
a
Alice
postoflice
Stubbing
Wells, who
sslier. Our price 10c per can.
found in this famous prescription.
Regulates
the
caller
at
was
window
who
claims the distinction of being tlio
stamp
UICE CRUSADE
Irregularities. Corrects displacements. Overcomes
first police woman in the United given one of the new nickels in
painful periods. Tones up nerves. Brings about
crfect health. Sold by dealers in medicines,
NOW WAXING WARN: States and Mrs. Rachel Shatto, for chnnso. "Is this animal an elephant?"
n liquid or tablet form.
he usked as he gazed at the coin, wide-eyesome
a
Dr. Pierce' Medical AdvUer, newt if re
time
be
will
matron,
police
BIXBV IS POUND
vised
edition, annwerit hoata
and perplexed.
the pioneer patrol women. They will
of delicate question about which evcru
Pure milk and cream for sale. Mornor
married
visit dunce halls, skating rings "movouoitt to know.
teaman, tingle
Los Angeles, 'Calif., April 28. Ceo. ies" and other
of amusement. ing or evening delivery. C. L. Pollard
places
11. liixby, the Long Beach millionaire,
aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiuiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiituiiiiuiiuiiiuijsiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuR
Phone 19 J.
who disappeared when the white slavis Thankful Mrs.
Anna M.
She
ery investigation began a week ago, CURRENCY BILL
Meadows desires to express her deep
fioes to show what the products of Frederick Chapuis of the Annamite
re appeared today and went before the
DEPENDS
ON
TARIFP
gratitude and appreciation to the New Mexico are not
only increasing,,' rifles.
renewed
which
its
iuquirty
grand jury
many people of Santa Ke whose kind- rut that
they are versatile. The New
into allegations, which on the one
Fragments of the Infernal machine
ness
was
to
extended
and
sympathy
Mexico Central expects shortly to be wounded eight other persons.
Washington, D. C, April 28 Pres- hand accuse prominent men as white
The promenades in the
slavers, and on the other represent ident Wilson feels that prospec s fori.for lipr brother , h lite nnrt in the hit bundling ten carloads of coal per day,
were
for customers as far south as El Paso crowded at the time andvicinity
the men as the victims of a camorra currency legislation during the pres ter hour of bereavement.
all trace of
ent
session of congress depends not
and other points, shipped from Clark. the bomb thrower was lost.
of female blackmailers.
An entire .fresh
AT WELTMER'S
alone upon the dispatch with which
C. M. Wells, of the state engineer's
.
.
.
HI IIP K nr
A
The police discovered later in variATlRPn Rlllltl
William La Casse and Kichard Hoi
f HTiIPk
lco ,!,. ... ...
f,
uie larm uiu is aisposea or, our upon
lottice who is an old newspaper man, ous
two
automobile
young
places a number of bombs with
l.ngsworth,
t.BrH
nlnmn noon,on, returned,
who has done most everything
end
dealers, arrested in a vice round up, L to .vlat shouid constitute bnnklna
Eleoantlv Furnished Rooms for rent connected with the Drint shon. from which It was believed the followers
of the pretender, Prince Kwong-Te- ,
conducted by the police and county ref0rm.
The finest rooms in tht, city, having .special work to boiler
as it is intended to
plate,
carry out a revolutionary
aumorities, were orjugnt uerore jus- - The president hopes that the formal elecU-illdit. steam heat anl baths called in the parlance of the craft, says
lice of the Peace Sidney Reeves, and all(j
preiiminary investigation going on The European Hotel, centrally to that all signs unmistakably point to plot.
arraigned on charges of having wrone;- (among currency reform advocates will catetl. State Progressive Headquar spring. Hie blue birds
sang, and then
eu Evelyn ymcu, a gin not yet
iujiead to a general understanding be-- ! ters in the hotel.
came a heavy snow, the robins twitwill
have
pre-old.
their
fore
so
bill
They
that
itself
the
very long
yfars
How is the title to that place you tered and the theremometer fell to 20
OUER CANAL
liminary examinations .May 5.
(may be launched and if it secures the are buying?
Better require an ab- degrees, killing the apricot buds. The
court
at
arrived
he
when
the
liixby,
approval of Democratic leaders gen- stract from our office before you pay surest sign, however, is that the
IS DEBATABLE
house, was surrounded by a cordon of .eially, an effort might be made to out
Santa Fe Title Ab eternal feminine may now be seen on
"money.
your
push its passage before tho extra ses- stract Co., R. B. Lee,
private detectives. .
Secretary.. U. S. the back porch drying out her newly
Washington, D. C. April 28. Pres- Justice Reeves, before whom Uixbyl8'011 adjourns.
Bank and Trust Co., Bldg.
washed hair. Mr. Wells says that he ident Wilson told callers today that
lle
President Intimated, however,
is charged with contempt for failure)
As is stat- - counted nine separate
and distinct he considered the controversy witlr
Dutch Lunch Postponed
vel
to appear as a witness in the case ot ,"Uuenmie progress nau eu 011
8 l8Buees Great Britain over the exemption of
01
vanea
"UH- ot
lne
cotmy
n,sl
pHge
been made in drafting the bill there
Mrs.
the
for
set
Rosenberg,
hearing
.... A. II
1'
lhe "I)ulcl1 lunch" and smoker which from peroxide blonde to raven, basking American coast-wisfrom
shipping
IT
be
would
to
little
effort
out
sound
C.
May
was scheduled for 8 o'clock tonight at in the lugubrious and benificent rays paying of tolls through the Panama
sentiment In congress.
and he canal a very bedatable one.
the Montezuma has been postponed, cf the sun god yesterday,
The impression was gained,
The president gave no intimation
at the White House that a very 1.. was to be in honor of three promi- - Knows tnat spring time has arrifed
JUBILEE SINGERS
as to what his previous view had
definite measure would be completed rent. San Digeans but they were call-- at last.
ARE ENTERTAINED before long and that it might be sub- cd out of town on an urgent business
been, but Democratic 'senators who
rM
.,,!M''
walked with him had the idea that
4
mitted to party leaders before the tar- and will not return here for a few BOMR KILLS
ihe opposed the exemption and favor- weeks. The "Dutch lunch" will be
Charles ,T. Parsons, secretary cf the iff bill had been finally acted upon.
ed the Hoot amendment to repeal it.
local civil service board and well
ucaiaisi rcDMJjt.ui. araxuc a rsjcr
ARMV OFFICERS!
given when they come back.
n
vviison discussed tne
known postal employe, entertained the
French and
Chinese,
Japanese,
JNIIIDFrV'
tion todav he said he felt he should
at his home on Ceiril WILSON NAMES
Jubilee
Swiss embroidered robes, waists, linSingers
. i
e
when Union Locli is used, hecnuse it is built
les road yesterday.
keep his mind absolutely open until
gerie and drapery at half the usual
horn the same destfin :n a regular tield fence.
Union Lock Poultry Fence fiives the
MARSHAL
Union Lock has stood the test of time
Hanoi, French
28. some action was necessary but Indiin iclvicc.
were so enthusiastic
the Orient, at
cost
The
from
direct
visitors
and
April
and time proves all things! In strength, closeFOR ALASKA the W. H. Goebel Co., 421 College St. Fragments of a bomb hurled by a cated he would have a very definite
Po;i!rr' protection means poultry profits,
over
Santa Fe and the hospitality
ness oi mesh (3 ard 4 inches', adjustability
and the (ireaier the protection the more
and economy it makcM a full return on the
shown them they decided to give a
The Midnight Fire Alarm The native adherent of the pretender to opinion ready at the time for settleWeaVe' PrV,tJ,;S
concert last night at the First PresbyWashington, D. C, April 28. Presi- wheezy tones of the fire bell rang, or the Annamite throne burst among a ment.
Wecarryacomplete stock ofUnion Lock
pou,try Fence anJ we can
m
fQf
While the president never has giv- -'
terian church for the benefit of the dent Wilson today withdrew his nom- rather pounded out the alarm of Are large 'group of French officers, govNo boardtt ure required at top or bottom
the buyer.
ernment officials and foreign residents en his views on the subject for publiA. M. E. church now being erected on ination of Norman H. Martin to
be last Saturday night just before the
Johnson street. The congregation ol postmaster at Weatherford, Texas, and midnight hour. The sky was lighted seated on the terrace of the principal cation, the opinion was quite general
St. John's Methodist Episcopal church s( nt in the nomination of J. H. Rich- up with tho glare and the smoke of cafe here last night, killing Captain among bis advisers that he did not
The members of Marie Jean Leon Mongrand, of the approve the exemption, for one reajoined with the Presbyterians to en- ards.
pine was prevalent.
Ninth Colonial Infantry and Captain son at least, that It was a subsidy.
joy the sacred concert which was deThe other i.ominations'were: George the department responded as soon as
tones of the bell reached
clared splendid by all lovers of music K Downey of
the
dull
to
be compIndianapolis
who heard
troller of the treasury, succeeding Rob- their ears, and squelched the blaze,
Mr. Parsons today: "The Jubi- ert J.
by the burning of
Tracewell; Lewis T. Erwin to which was caused
lee Singers are college men and what bt United States
a small shack on the Vickroy propermarshal
for
the
is more, they are Christian men. They fourth district
ty opposite the residence of Sheriff
of Alaska.
will go forth singing the praises ol
Closson.
Our Benzolne, Witch Hazel and AlSanta Fe, which they said is the 'city DENVER NOW GRAPPLES
mond
Cream, try it. It relieves sore- unique' found on their transcontinentWITH THE SOCIAL EVIL.
redness
al tour."
and roughness, makes
ness,
Denver, Colo., April 28. Following
a speech by Sheriff Daniel M. Sullivan the skin soft and smooth. Zook's.
Ohio Flood Pictures Two moving
CARDS WERE SENT
last night, in which he charged that
shows will be given tomorrow
BY MISS McDOLE.
public officers of Denver have pro picture
Des Moines, la., April 28. Miss tected vice and levied tribute upon (Tuesday) evening at the Elks thea
Bird McDole of Des Moines is the the underworld, the Bheriff was today tre. Manager Stanton has secured for
sub"Bud" who sent Miss Lana Conger subpoenaed
to appear before the one night only, Lubiu's one reel
re
flood
the
on
disaster,
great
ject
the postal cards which were found in graua jury this afternoon and tell
Dead weight.. That's the difference
W. G. SARGENT,
0hi- - ?n '!
effects following Miss Conger's what he knows about the social evil !fnU4y ta,ke;l in Dayt0her
between a light and a heavy car. It
an
to
opportunity
give everyone
death in Colorado Springs Saturday. In Denver.
W. H. MENDENHALL,
takes gasoline to pull thie excessive
Miss McDole was a close friend of
The subpoena was issued by the of seeing this reel, which could only
Miss Conger, but did not hear of her district attorney. The fire and police be secured for one evening, two shows
weight. It means tire wear. Get away
death until she returned home this board also asked that the sheriff be will be given; the first one at 7:45
from the extra expense. Buy a light
afternoon
after spending Sunday out required to bring proof to sunnort hin p. m. The pictures will be most timely
The De Vargas will be remodelled in the Spanish style avid
weight vanadium steel Ford.
and interesting, as there are many
of the city.
j charges.
in
friends
here
that
who
have
people
newly furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
district, or formerly lived there themEvery third car a Ford and every
papered. Many private baths and all the comselves.
Ford user a Ford "booster." New
Catholic Services Thursday will be"
hotel.
forts of a first-clas- s
prices runabout $325 touring car
p holiday of obligation in the Roman
$000 delivery car
Catholic church, for it is the feast of
$G25
town
car
the ascension. The first mass will be
?S00 with all equipment, f. o. b.
celebrated at the Cathedral at C a. m.;
Get particulars from
HEALTH
DELGADILLO'S
the points of shipment, but at the the second or solemn high mass, at
IMPROVES. points of destination. As scales are S:?,i) a. m. with special music by lhe
The reports being sent out from Al- used at shipping points only for the choir of St. Catherine's Indian schooh
Wood-Davi- s
convenience of buyers and sellers of Thursday being May 1 will mark the
buquerque regarding Delmacio
that he is gradually growing stock, and not for any weights to de- opening of the "May Devotions" which
worse and is not expected to live un- termine freight charges, the railroads are special services in honor of the
If It's Hardware We Have It.
and
til May 16, the date set for his execu- naturally take the ground that they Virgin Mary. The benediction
Rose Bushes and Blooming Shrubs.
should not be required to so install May devotions will begin at G:30 p. m.
are erroneous.
tion,
SANTA FE
NEW MEXICO. I
The New Mexican learns that Del- scales. On the other hand the sheep and continue at that hour every day in
THE CLARENDON GARDEN
Phone 12.
gadillo was brought here at a time men contend that scales are a part of May. The children of the Parochial
when he was in such a physical con- the equipment required by law, and school will sing Friday, May 2, being
dition that his removal from a sick that the railroads are not so equip the first Friday of the month will be
bed endangered his life. At that time ped, for the use of shippers. The marked with special devotion. Mass
he was suffering from pneumonia, representatives of the railroads inter- will be celebrated at 6 a. m. with ex
and it is understood that the order ested, Fred C. Fox, general manager, position and benediction of the Blesfor his removal at that time should and F. S. Brooks, general live stock sed Sacrament.
not have been made for that reason. agent, of the Santa Fe system, agreed
When Zook's puts up your prescripHowever, since his coming here, as to take the matter up with their road tion you are sure of getting the best
stated in this paper several days ago, and will report before the hearing that results, both from the medicine obhis health has improved.
It is not will be held later. If the question tained and from your doctor's skillAn hinges on what constitutes the equip-th- ful and scientific diagnosis.
known that he has tuberculosis,
ment of a railroad, the attorney gen
examination may be made for
Tree Planting Worth While Jt'dge
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
purpose of determining that fact at eral may be called upon to give an Wm. H. Pope is planting trees on his
an early date, but it is known that opinion and the final decision of the plat which covers some six acres of
he has grown
better matter, of course, will be made by the building property formerly owned ILFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds la bulk and packages
considerably
since coming here last February. . the corporation
commission.
The by, and a part of the residence land
Governor McDonald has the case in railroads seem inclined to do what is of the Santa Fe Realty company, on
Fe
house in
The only exclusive
hand and will go into it exhaustively, fair. The old method of buying and Buena Vista Loma.
Judge Pope is
before making it public, and will not selling by the head has given way having the ground broken with dyna
only carefully review the case and to that of weighing sheep even when mite in some places and will put in ovthe evidence upon which he was con- - not sold for raising or grazing. The er 100 fruit and shade trees. The
Phone Black
victed of murder, but will be fully result is that sheep men who are now fruit trees will include the usual
renot
if
he
is
posted,
selling generally weigh their sheep kind and the Bhade trees will be of
already so,
garding the man's physical condition, when sold just before they are sold poplar, including the handsome Lom
The report that he was dying Is not and shipped.
The
railroads ship bards' and also elm. The property on
correct, and has not been corroborat- sheep on a basis of such a number these heights is some of the most de
ed by the authorities.
to the car load, and they are weighed sirable for residences in the city. The
NOTARIES COMMISSIONED.
at the point of destination, and not Santa Fe Realty company will donate
Commissions
issued for notaries at the point of shipment. In other the use of part of the tract adjacent
public since the 26th were: George words, the railroads have nothing to to that owned by Judge Pope for golf
A. Fleming,
East Las Vegas; T. E. do with the transaction that calls for links and there is talk of reviving a
the weighing of sheep at the points of golf club here and making the game
Smalling. Gallup; Charles G. Hedge-cocSanta Rosa; Amador G. Gon- shipment, but only at the point of des- popular. Grounds for golf such as
Tickets on Sale April 27th, 28th, 29th and 30th. Return
zales, Ildefonso; Schuyler O. Baker, tination, and having nothing to do are being considered and the estab
HEADQUARTERS FOR
Limit, May 6th, 1913.
Silver City.
with it, do not feel called upon to put lishment of a country club would be
LEGAL QUESTION INVOLVED.
in scales solely for someone
else's an added attraction to many Santa
HIGH-GRADThe members of the corporation use. There will, of course, be a for Fe visitors as well as a source of dt
68th Annual Session Southern
Convention
commission met the representatives mal hearing before the corporation version for our own people.
of the state railroads and of the New commission before any decision
MAY 14 TO 21, 1913.
is
Few people realize
Big Shipments
Mexico Wool Growers association last rendered.
the amount of products shipped from
Dates of Sale, May II, 12, IJ, 14.
Return Limit, May 27th, 1913.
EXTENSION OF EXITENCE
Saturday and went into the matter
this section and the fact that many
of the railroads establishing scales
The Gallinas Canal and Water
carloads of the products of Santa Fe
for
use
&
the
of
wool
the
16TH ANNUAL CONVENTION
growers, on
Irrigation company has ap county are
sent to market
AND
wnich to weigh sheep at points of plied and will be granted an extension from this constantly
part of the state. In addiNATIONAL RETAIL GROCERS' ASSOCIATION
shipment. The whole matter in a cf 50 years In which to do business, tion to the item in the New Mexican
nutshell is that the sheep and cattle their time limit expiring under the
Saturday regarulng the shipment ot
Dates of Sale, May I7lh, 18th, 19th. Return Limit,
men, especially the former, want the fcrmer license on July 14, next.
May 25th, 1913.
seme 40 carloads of beans from the
railroads to install scales at points of
INCREASE CAPITAL STOCK.
Lstancia valley, it is interesting to
shipment which they, the sheep men,
The Exchange Bank of Carrizozo know that the New Mexico Central
For further particulars call on or address,
will use in weighing sheep at the has applied to and been
granted per- this past winter has shipped some 03
Are II HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
time of sale and just before shipment. mission
H.
LUTZ,
SANTA
by the corporation commis- carloads of coal from Clark, which is
N. M. m The
OCCASIONALLY.
railroads do not charge freight sion to raise its
stock from from the San Pedro Gold & Copper
upon live stock based on weight at $10,000 to $50,000. capital
Mining company's holdings. This only
May 1,
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It was The Palace Hotel,
IT IS NOW

THE DE VARGAS
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Proprietor.
Business Manager.
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WHOLESALEAND RETAIL
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ROUND TRIP,
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Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

$43.15

Jefferson Memorial Dedication
Ceremonies and American

Peace Congress,

April 30th to May 3rd, 1913.
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